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Construction Start* Sou Oa
Bath House For Swiss* Pool
The Board of Directors of the
Willow Plunge Swimming Pool
met Monday night at the home of
Dr G F Bushart. It was reported
by the treasurer that all bills are
paid and the bank balance is $1,278 41.
It was decided to start construction on the bath house and con-
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Fulton Misses TVA Treeze'; Fulton Hit

Paductan And Princeton Are
Among Towns Also Exempted

Stubblefield expressed hope, could expect stiff rate increases,"
however, that the Senate "will said one lawmaker in the
fight
remove or modify the straight- against the amendment.
jacket."
-South Fulton already has enActually, the amendment tered
into a contract with Weakfreezes TVA as of July 1, 1957.
ley County Electric Cooperative
The powerful House Public Works Committee Tues- Other cities excluded from the for
TVA power. The
day approved the TVA self-financing plan but, in a restriction are Ringold and Chic- town—actually a part Tenneseee
of Fulton
kamauga, Ga., and Dyersburg and
which is on the Tennessee-Kenspecial proviso, excluded Paducah, Princeton, Glasgow, Covington, Tenn.
tucky line—will build its own faSouth Fulton and four other Southern towns for an The Tennessee towns already cilities.
amendment which would freeze TVA within its present have entered into agreements for KU would not sell out to the
TVA power and the Georgia
boundaries.
towns are in the.late stages of ac- town of 1,1,2k0.
The cdmpany also has refused
The committee, by a 19-14 vote,
quisition
plans.
$i talk sale With Paducah, Princeapproved a measure to allow afternoon, "that the private powMrs Nattie Alderdice of LynnPaducah
-and
Princeton
officials
ville died Wednesday morning at
TVA to sell bonds to the public er amendment was adopted. Of showered lawmakers on the com- ton and Glasgow. Paducah recentto raise $750,000,000 to finance course I am exteremely pleased mittee with pleas for removal of ly renewed its 18-year fight to
4 at the Mayfield Hospital. She
buy out KU and operate its own
further expansion of its power with the proviso added to the the restriction.
was 80.
amendment under which Paducah
power system with TVA power.
facilities.
Mrs Alderdice was • born in
Stubblefiel
d,
not
a
member
of
and Princeton may obtain TVA
Graves County, Ky., daughter of
Princeton last week asked the
the House committee, managed
The amendment was the an- power if they
desire to do so."
the late D. W. and Sally J. Wigto put into the record telegrams governor of Kentucky to appoint
swer by powerful private power
Stubblefiel
d
expressed
gins Gordon.
keen from the Paducah City Commis- a third appraiser for the KU syinterests to a bill which will mean
She leaves her husband, Leanautomatic strengthening of the disappointment. thoug h. over sion and Sun-Democrat Publisher stem there. The Electric Plant
failure to add Marion and Ful- Edwin J. Paxton, Sr., asking that Board said the KU appraiser, Jay
der Alderdice; a brother, J. L.
25-year-old agency.
ton to the list of places excluded the TVA area not be frozen.
Gordon of Mayfield; and several
Samuel Hart of Chicago, had bogThe proviso followed a vigorous from the restriction.
nicese and nephews.
They, and other foes of the ged down in his work.
fight by Stubblefield and others
They are the only two other curb, argued that TVA fringe
Rervices will be held at 2 is m.
The controversial self-financto eliminate the entire amend- Western
Kentucky towns that are areas would "become free game" ing plan was
Thursday at the Lynnville Methproposed after Conment.
now considering acquisition of for power companies.
odist Church. Burial, under direcgress had repeatedly refused to
"I am most distressed," Con- Kentucky Utilities Company sytion of Jackson Brothers Funeral
"With TVA out of theisicture, appropriate funds for construcgressman Frank A. Stubblefield stems for operation with TVA or
Home of Dukedom, will be in
areas such as Paducah and other tion of additional TVA powertad
The
Sun-Democ
rat
Tuesday
other cheap "power.
Rhodes Cemetery. The body is at
places in the edge of the valley generating plants.
As of Tuesday of this week no
the funeral home.
candidates had filed for the six
offices on the Fulton Csty CounLocal News Over
cil, according
Kathryn Lannom,
Summing It Up" County CourttoClerk.
STATION WFUL
Candidates to run in the city
For This Week
7: am. "The Live Wire"
and county elections have through
Also 8: am, 1: pa, 5: pan
Aprill 11 to file.
S'e)1001.. CI,OSING DATES
Bulletins at any time
The last day for filing in the
The Fulton County School stall. election is April 1.
The primary election will be Volume Twenty-Eight
Board has approved a calendar
Fulton, Fultlin County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 19, 1959
change extending school closing ' held on May 26.
sciwileams
The mayor's election in Fulton
dates to May 19 and 20.
does not come _up fur two more
NAMED CO-CHAIRMAN
years

Mrs. Alderdice
Dies Wednesday
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tinue until existing funds are
spent.
The Board of Directors has exhausted all its ideas for raising
funds to build the bath house in
time to open by the day after
school is dismissed. The Board
feeLs the pool actually belongs to
the people of Fulton and is now
turning the matter over to them
for ideas and suggestions. Please
write your suggestions and send
to Willow Plunge Park Corporation, P. O. Box 72. Fulton, Kentucky.
Some of the best suggestions
will be published.
It is YOUR pool—now don't let
a $21,727.69 investment go to
waste for lack of $5,000.00 to complete it and have open this summer.

No One Files
For Council
Posts In Fulton

HE NE

TVA has long since tapped the
full hy‘roelectric power potential of the area, requiring use of
steam plants to provide additional
power.
The self-ftnancing plan won
Senate approval last year and
cleared the House Public Works
Committee near the end of the
session, but the bill died in a
pigeonhole in the conservativedominated House Rules Committee.
Speaker Sam Rayburn promised at that time that he would
see to it that the bill reached
the House floor for a vote thii
year, if its backers could push
it through the House Public
Works Committee early in the
session. They did that Tuesday.
doThe final outcome is still in
Many foes of public power
have opposed the self-financing
plan, as well as use of direct
treasury funds to finance TVA's
expansion. The plan also faces
sharp opposition from lawmakers
from areas of high power costs
who contend their areas are losing industry to the TVA area.

eP. Slagle Copy, 10c
Yearly: trade area $2
Elsewhere In VS $3

Number Twelve

Ward Says He Was Ousted Because He
Refused To Actively Support Waterlield

John Murphy Of Park Hills, and
W. L Holland, of Fulton, have
been -'named statewide co-chairmen to direct the 1959 National
-Wildlife Week program in Kentucky. The appointment was anMike Ward, former Clinton government to the people of our like
nounced by the The ,League of
to have it known that when
police chief, charged Stturday county," Ward said in a prepared
Ky. Sportsmen Which joins with
it came time to vote on my susthat he was ousted by five mem- statement.
the National Wildlife Federation
pension, the mayor, W. M. Cunbers of the City Council because
in sponsorship of this educational
"When rotton, pressure politics ningham and one councilman,
(The following was taken from
he refused to actively support the can penetrate even to the law
campaign each year.
Phil Porter, withdrew from votAnna Belle Edwards' column in
candidacy of Harry Lee Water- enforcement agencies of governthe latest issue of Illinois Cening. The five. ..councilmen who
LIONS PROGRAM
field for governor.
ment, I am sure it is time to over- voted to suspend me included
tral Magazine.)
A former state trooper, Ward throw such a mob and put good
Jimmy Young had ^charge of
Harry Brady, Arnell Klapp, Fred
Guy D Robertson, Cairo Diswas beginning his third year as honest men at the head of our
thhe program at the Lions Club trict engineer, retired January 19.
Hurd, Hershel Jackson and Bill
head
of
the
Clinton
police
departgovernment
," the statement con- Benedict.
Friday at the Park Terrace. He Mr. Robertson was born in Carment when he was ousted by a tinued.
introduced J. D. Davis, Fulton lisle County. Ky., and had been
"And, quite naturally, the edi5-0
vote
of
thhe
City
Council.
Two
County chairman of the Easter in service since 1915. He and his
Text of the statement follows: tor of the Clinton paper, Erl Sencouncil members—Mayor W. M.
Sale Campaign, who spoke brief- wife own their home on .Route 5.
"At the March meeting of the sing, twisted the story of this
Cunningham and Councilman
ly of the work of the Crippled Fulten. Ky. They have one child,
City Council of Clinton, I was council meeting to suit his own
Phil Porter—did not vote on the
Children's Society. Mrs. Jerry a son, James D. Robertson. who
suspended as chief of police after political ideas. He would not run
FULTON'S FIRST CHAPTER of the "Brothers Of ouster motion.
Braswell. Fulton County Health is an accountant with the U. S.
having served two years and one my statement the way I gave it
The former police chief said month on this job.
Nurse, was present and she told Government, residing in Wash- the Brush"--officially named the "Rotating" Chapter
to him.
he
had
favored
Mr.
Waterfield,
of the work in Fulton County. ington, D. C. Mr. Robertson's hob- Tuesday by Rotarians—is made up of
"I attribute this suspension enmembers
"I want to thank all my friend!
of
the
resident
of
Clinton,
the Demo- tirely to the fact
Mildred Greer of Fulton was also bies are hunting, fishing, gardenthat I would in Hickman County for standini
Fulton Rotary Club, and chapter "officials" were elect- cratic nomination for
for governor not openly
introduced and spoke briefly.
ing and traveling and ifr is his
support Harry Lee by me and for the favors they
hope that he can engage in all .d Tuesday as follows: (Above, 1. to r.): L. "n. McBride, but had assumed a "hands-off- Waterfield for governor or work did
for me while I was-In office.
RED CROSS DRIVE
politics" attitude as chief of
these hobbies when his health has "Money Brush" (treasurer): Clyde Williains,
actively ter
eserflidary. My When rotton, pressure politics
Jr., "Big police.
improved.
The annual Red Cross fund
Brush" (club representative to central council); Arch "But now, since it becomes ob- position had been —as favoring can penetrate even to the law
Harry Lee, but I had assumed a enforcement agencies of governcampaign started Monday in FulJohn Evan Worley. car oiler a: Huddlest
on, "Main Brush" (president): Clayton Joyce, vious that the chief of police in hands-off
polictics attitude as ment, I am sure it is time to overton. When your doorbell rings, Fulton. has retired because of
Clinton
is
expected
to be a po- chief of police and up
greet your neighborhood Red disability. Mr. Worley has been "Writing Brush" (secretary).
to the throw such a mob and put good
litical bush beater first and a
Cross volunteer gladly. His help in service since 1918. and last
"Brothers of the Brush" chapters are being organized good police officer as second time of my suspension had no in- honest men at the head of our
for or against - any candi- government.
and yours keep Red Cross on the worked December 6. He and his all
over Fulton this week to add to the fun of the com- choice, I am urging all my friends terest
date.
job—and the need for Red Cross wife own their home near Fulto
vote
"For that reason, I strongly
for
Bert
Combs
and
Wiling
Centennial in July.
ton. They have eight daughters
was never greater.
"But now, since, it becomes ob- urge Hickman countians .to supson Wyatt in order to return good
and four sons. Te tells us that his
vious that the chief of police in port Bert Combs and Wilson
TO BE SPEAKER
only plan for the future is to
Clinton is expected to be a good Wyatt—two capable, honest men
political bush-beater first and a who have had my increasing adRandall Burcham will be the Wee life easy and try to regain
his
health.
good police officer as a second miration during the past month."
guest speaker at the West Fulton
Edgar R. Bell; signal maintainchoice, I am urging all my friends
P-TA meeting Thursday afterCouncilman Phil Porter, who
to vote for Bert Combs and Wilnoon at 3 at the Farm Room. er at Fulton, also retired because
took no part in the ouster, neverof
son
disability.
Wyatt
in
Mr.
Bell
order
to
return good theless said politics had nothing
was born
James Reed local musician, -will
government to the people of our
play several piano selections. in Millerstown, Ky., and has been
to do with it.
county.
In
service
That seems to be the sure
since 1920, last workEvery' member is urged to attend.
"I have heard that Ward has
way of ending the present caming-rMarch 5, 1958. He and his
GET STATE DEGREES
wife live on Route 2, Water ValThe State Board of Education Tuesday placed 44 ing of BE. include Riverview at paign of pressure and spite by the said he was fired because he was
not for Waterfield," said Porter
ley, Ky. They have one son, small Kentucky high
politicians at Frankfort.
Hickman in Fulton County.
schools on emergency rating.
Five South Fulton High School
in a statement.
Eddie E. Bell, who lives in Ful"In
Clinton,
we
have
six
counWhite
schools given the BE ratFHA members have achieved the ton
These schools already were rated B. The new rating ing include:
"Politics have nothing whatever
and is employed by this comFarmington in cilmen and the mayor. I would
highest goal in receiving the FHA
to do with it, and whoever conof
BE
pany as a flagman.
(the_E
standing
for
emergen
Graves
County.
cy)
is
the
lowest
at
State degree. They are Linda
. Sympathy is extended
cocted that statement is perpetratthe two which they can remain open regular
Muzzall, Jerilyn Colley, Diane sons
the law.
Seven high schools, all to be
ing a political untruth in an efand other relatives of J. 9.
Nine are Negro high schools
Gunter, Sandra Dawson, and Lena
absorbed next term in new confort to embarrass the City CounOmar, retired switchman, who that have not been integrated, increase in teaching positions.
Lou Moss.
solidated centers, were given the
cil.
died in the New Orleans hospital yet some have lost pupils to parDr. Robert R. Martin, superin"The five members of the City
on January 24. Mr. Omar was tial integration, thus reducing tendent of public instruction and rating of AT or BT (the T standFULTON RATED SECOND
ing
for
terminated
).
One of these
Council wanted to get rid of him
born in 1877, employed in 1911,
chairman of the board, explained is Fulgham
Sportsmanship ratings for the and retired in 1943. Funeral ser- still further the standards of the
High in Hickman
because he wasn't efficient.
that many deficiencies caused his County,
Nem.° schools.
Hickman, Ky.—Fulton County
coach, school officials, crowd and vices were held in Jackson
BT,
on
"I opposed getting rid of him,
departmen
t
to
recommend
the
Judge
John
C.
Bondurant
other
In
action
has
at
its regular
team have been received from January 27.
emergency' rating for 44 high
sought a permanent injunction to but if he's making a statement
quarterly meeting, the board:
the Kentucky High School Atheschools. The chief factors listed
keep Hickman Courier publisher like that, it's not true. I've been
tic Association, and Fulton High
1. Approved the State accredi- included
low enrollment, inadeRo Gardner from printing "false on the council five to six years,
School ranks second in sportstation the four-year teacher- quate
programs, and substandard
and libelous words" about judges and I know of an absoluate cermenship in the state.
training program of Centre Col- buildings
tainty that politics wasn't inand equipment.
and courts of the county.
The ratings are composed of
lege for elementary and seconIn addition, the Negro schools
Bondurant asked Fulton Circuit volved. It is a serious injustice
officials ratings all off KIISAA
dary teachers.'
Court for the injunction in a to Waterfield to say that it was."
have been hurt by the confusion
members for 1958.
Union City—Three of four oc- countercla
2. Approved for State accredi- and indecisions
The new Henry I. Siegel FacThe mayor and city council of
im to a suit filed by
of resistance to
cupants of a 1951 Chevrolet four- Gardner
tory building, under construction tation the teacher-training course full integration. This
CAMPAIGN UNDERWAY
Feb. 20. Gardner's suit Clinton Monday issued a stategroup of door sedan
in South Fulton, is expected to be in library science offered by Ken- Negro schools, with the
were slightly injured asked that the court order
Bon- ment denying that "politics"
new rat- about 8
J D Davis. county chairman completed within the next 60. to tucky Wesleyan
Monday night when the durant to open quarterly
played any part in the dismissal
Court
of the Easter Seal Campaign, an- 90 days, according to Dr. H. W.
car hit some loose gravel at Har- records
3. Heard the good news that
to the weekly newspaper. of Mike Ward as Clinton chief of
nounced today that contributions Connaughton, South Fulton coun- only 2,300 emergency teachers
ris Station community and plungpolice.
The Bondurant counterclaim
are coming in, but many more are cilman.
ed into a ditch.
have been employed in the 1958.
contended
that
judges
and courts
needed He urges everybody to
The roof of the building is on 59 term, in contrast to 2,800 in
Treated and dismissed at Obion of the county would have no
mail their envelopes to the trea- and Tuesday the work of pouring the 1957-59 term. The reduction
County
General
hospital
were remedy at law without an injuncsurer, W. W. Anderson.
the concrete floor was begun.
was achieved despite the gradual
Funeral services were held Henry Dietzel, driver of the car, tion, because Kentucky libel laws
Sunday afternoon for John Wes- Charles Herman Dietzel, his bro- prevent them from collecting
ley Smith, 73, who died Friday ther, and his cousin, Mrs. Kenneth damages.
night at his home, 930 Moscow Mofield. Another cousin, Miss
It contended that Gardner "reAve. in Hickman. The Rev. Ray Carrie Ann Mofield, was a pas- peatedly and at sporadic interD. Elders and the Rev. Joe F. senger but was not injured. All vals published unfair and unBy P. W.
Franklin conducted the services are from Union City.
reasonable criticism of judges,
(Contributed by Charlie Brow- hours per day, and lived to a ripe-bathe twice a day,
drink poison, in Church of God in Hickman.
der of Duncan, Okla.)
All injuries were reported courts, municipal bodies and
old age.
play the stock market, ride air- Burial was in City Cemetery.
Fifty years ago women wore
minor in nature, involving only boards in Fulton County and that Dear "pebble" on the river bank:
Stores burned coal oil lamps, planes, never go to bed the same
Surviving
are
wife,
his
Minnie
he published false statements,
When you are addressing any
hoop skirts, bustles, petticoats, carried everything from a needle day they get up, are mis-underbruises and scratches.
daughters, Mrs. Elfalsely imputing to them mal- random, slurring remarks to the
corsets, cotton stockings, high to a plow, trusted everybody, stood at home, work five hours Smith; three
Trooper Tom Kilpatrick of the feasance of misconduct in office management of either
mer Glover of Hickman, Mrs.
buttoned shoes, ruffled cotton never took inventory nor heard a day and die young.
this
James McClendon of Fulton and Tennessee Highway Patrol said without justification or excuse." paper or of Radio Station newsdrawers, flannel nightgowns, of income tax, placed orders for
WFUL,
Stores have electric lights, cash Mrs. Ulon Rudicil of Hohenwald, the car was moving southeast
statements
said
It
kindly
the
were
refer your remarks to me,
puffs in their hair, raised big goods a year in advance, and al- registers, elevators and escalators,
with it slipped on the gravel, "calculated to, and did, injure the and not to my
sister,
Tenn.;
Mrs.
John
a
Girth
wife. Normally I
families, went to Church on Sun- ways made money.
never have what the customer of Kimmswick, Mo.; three grand- missed a curve at the intersec- reputation of
the courts, as well would say that such is the gentleday. and were too busy to be
But now, women wear silk or thinks they want. trusts nobody, children, James Elmer
and Mary tion and slipped into the deep as the judges and officers".
manly thing to do, but in your
sick
nylon hoes, short skirts, low take inventory daily to keep tract Jane Glover
of Hickman and Mrs. ditch. The car was described by
Gardner said the counterclaim case I cannot find anything in
Men wore whiskers, square shoes, no corsets, an ounce of on employees, never buy in adWade
state
the
Fulton
G.
of
C.
trooper as a total loss. was an attempt "to put the Hick- your record to indicate
and two
hats, adcot ties, red flannel under- underwear, have bobbed hair, vance, have overhead mark up, great- grandchildren.
that you
man Courier on trial for the five are familiar with the word.
wear, big watches and chains, smoke, paint, powder, drink, play mark down, quotes budget, adyears
have
owned
I
They
(Bonit.
I
am
EIRE
WEDNESD
hoping
AY
for the day when
chopped wood for stoves, bathed bridge, drive cars, have pet dogs, vertising, stock control, annual
OPENS APRIL 1
durant and his attorney) are not your half-brain will multiply itonce a week, drank ten cent and go in for politics.
and semi-annual Inventory, dolColumbus-Belmont State Park,
The South Fulton Fire Depart- confining their case to the issue self and present you
with normal
whiskey and five cent beer, rode
Men have high blood pressure, lar day, founder's day, economy Columbus, will be formally open- ment was called
out at 8:40 Wed- Involved—the right of a news- facilities, making such
bicycles, buggies or sleighs, went wear no hats, and some no hair, day, sales day, and never make ed April 1, Parks Director Rus- nesday
obvious
morning
to
put
out a paper to examine the publish admonitions as this quite
in for politics, worked twelve shave their whiskers, shoot golf, any money.
unsell Campbell has announced.
grass fire at 310 Forrestdale.
court records."
necessary.

Local Men Are
Written Up In
I. C. Magazine

44 High Schools, Including Riverview,
Fulgham High Are Facing Closure

Bondurant Asks
For Injuction

Three Hurt
In Car Crash

Siegel Factory
To Be Completed Soon
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John Wesley Smith
Of Hickman Dies
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What A Difference Fifty Years Makes
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What Has Happened To Highway Comitments??
On November 28, 1957, The News
gleefully ran a big page-one story outlining the details of a gigantic roadbuilding program that the State administration announced for Fulton
and the Purchase.
Throughout the State, the giant
program was hailed as "an unprecedented 1,284-mile program, costing
$350,000,000, and scheduled for construction during the next three
years".
Here in and around Fulton, we
were especially gleeful because the
program specifically included a number of projects that we feel are vital
to us:
1.) The major rebuilding of US 51
between Fulton and Cairo.
_
2.) Improvement of State Line road
.eastward for almost a mile.
3.) Resurfacing, widening, curb and
gutter work on Cemetery Street and

C

Sixth Street 'the route of US 51
through town).
We are now in the third and final
year of such a promised program, and
somebody is going to have to do a
whale of a lot of road building around
here if these comitments are kept.
Surely they were comitments?
Surely they weren't promises just for
the sake of political empire building?
Surely the Lieutenant Governor
wouldn't disapfioint so many good
people here??
The announced program was accompanied by quite a bit of fanfare.
Was that fan-fare or hot air?
All who live on these proposed improvements or who-stand to be benefited by them should be watching the
Highway department contraets all
this year to see if the word is kept.
"0000000 Promise Meeeeee . . ."

From The November 28, 1957 Story
(Left) MAJOR REBUILDING of I'S 51 between Fulton and Cairo
will be the biggest single
Kentucky Highway project in the Purchase according to Courier-Journal map, The heavy black
lines indicate routes scheduled for improvement.

a Liquor Store in Highlands, and will
exert whatever effort we are capable
of to prevent it.
Fulton doesn't need another retail
liquor store license. We already have
the highest per-capita retail liquor
store population in the State; considerably more than the law allows.

Nroted "Vest All Around" ir elatis
in Kentucky
in 1954 Kertucky Press Associatio
n judging
Successor of varinua weekly
paper
ton. The first of which wal foun s in Fulded in :R80.
• martin ralatian (eubeerlptions. chang
e of address. Perms
3.',711 to
.oeat Office Pee 485
F•ilton, Kentuck:Pnbltahed FA'fre, ThIlrofh V of The
Year
I. PAUL and SOHANNA M. WESTPH
ELING
Editors and Publishers
Pt mentner of the Kentucky Press Aaam
A member of the Felton County Farm iatien
Bureau
AutricriPtai Rows. $2.10) per veac
in
Fult
o--.
Hickman Craves Counties. Ky.,
and Obion
raid Weeicley Counties, Tehn.
.
Else
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1:1110.,.41 a • second clasa'
matter June 28. 1933
at the Post office at !:•,!t ,r11 Kent
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of victory on hands, and feet,
and
Our Lord shows us His scars side.
to tell
us: "I did this all for you!"
But there are some who would
have
an unscarred Christ; the
cowardly
Christ Who shuns sacrifice;
a Christ
Who would have a victory
without a
battle; Who never mentions
hell, the
devil or divorce.
TAKE your cheap, soft ima
ge of
Christ from our midst! We
need the
Risen Jesus of the Scars for our
In this hour of longing, whe times.
n men
are broken in heart, alone,
and impotent—to us no soft Chri
st can
speak! Who can speak to those
behind
the Iron Curtain except Him
once suffered under Pontius Who
Pilate!
Who can give courage to the
Poles,
Hungarians and the other dwel
lers
in
the catacombs of Eastern
Europe, except Him Who was once in
the underground to give to this earth
its
est wound—AN EMPTY TOM greatB!
THIS is not an age of wars
, but
an age of scars! We all
have scars!
Everybody! Scars on bodies;
scars on
souls; Scars of hate, fear,
anxiety,
melancholy, bitterness! Who
can give
us hope but Him Who can
match our
wounds with His scars? Whe
re shall
we find courage except
in Him
Whose life reveals that tho
devil has his hour, it is God ugh the
Who wins
the day?

To all who in their agony
"Does God know what it is to shout:
suffer?
Was He ever abandoned?
Was His
body ever racked with pain?"
can answer softly, "Yes, I kno Christ
w what
pain it. My agony on the
Cross was
for you."
IF He Who is God took pain
upon
Himself it must be that pain
fits into
His plans. That is why He
could promise us our sorrow shall
be turned
into joy. Well may the
nail
Christ cry out: "Through my -torn
death
and resurrection I have
conquered
the world."

Natchez _pilgrimage At Natchez
he told Wrters, "I see no
Fred Shultz, prominent speakimmediate proseaect of a worl
er and instructor from Murr
d
ay a.,-war." He
State Teachers College, provided
also expressed the belief
that the airplane would not
an inspirational and enjoyable
supplant the automobile as mean
talk before the regular monthly
s
meeting of the Fulton Chamber of transportation and predicted
heat year's cars would be lighter.
of Commerce Monday night at
the Rainbow Room.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Powers anWord was received here this
nounce the marriage of their
week that Homer Lunsford, fordaughter. Mary Elizabeth, and
merly of this city but who now
Ray Clonts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
lives in East St. Louis, Ill., was T. B. Clont
s of Atlanta. Ga , Sataccidentally shot last Saturday
urday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
moining at his home.
the home of Rev E R. Ladd on
Mr. Lunsford is a brother of Park-av,
, with Rev. -Ladd officiatWillie B. Lunsford, who was killing.
ed here last year.
Mrs. I M. Jones. was hostess at
Henry Ford, automobile manua birthday dinnei- Wednesda
y
facturer, passed through Fulton
night for her son, Ivan. Jr. who
in his private car, attached to No. is twelve years old.
2 of the Illinois Central train
Tuesday morning.
Mr. Joe Walker was honored
last Sunday on his fifty-nint
He sat quietly in his car "Fair
h
birthday with a surprise dinner.
Lane" and read the morning
newspaper. He was immaculately
Mr.
-.attired in a grey suit and
for a Wate and Mrs. Ray Miller of
r Valley, Ky., announce the
man of his years seemed to be
marriage of their daughter, Marrather well preserved.
Mr. Ford, accorilpanied by Mrs. cella and Harry Hancock. son of
Mr and Mrs. S. E. Hancock, SunFord, was returning from
the day, March 19.

1

WASHINGTON REPORT
by your Congressman, Frank Stub
blefield
PRIVATE UTILITIES
BATTLE TVA

A parade of anti-TVA witnesses, mostly privatepower cornpony spo)cesmen. urged the House
Public Works Committee to stop
TVA in its tracks. This latest attempt to deprive the people of the
benefits of public power took the
form of an effort to amend the
TVA self-financing bills introduced by me and other supporters
of TVA, including Congressman
Cliff Davis and Bob Jones.
This move by private power interests, which follows their successful efforts in 1953 to shut off
further investment'of Federal
funds and the failure of the infamous Dixon-Yates scheme of
1955, would foreclose Paducah's
twenty-year struggle to get TVA
power.
The private power group proposal would prohibit TVA from
supplying power to any city,
town, or REA Co-op not being
served by TVA in July, 1957. If
the amendment succeeds, not only
Paducah, but Princeton, Marion,
and Fulton will be "captive markets" for private power monopolies. Also, if the ixiwer companies succeed in "freezing" the
TVA territory, they will have a
green light to raise rates in surrounding areas.
Thanks to prompt action on the
part of city officials in Paducah,
Princton, and Marion, I was able
to include in the record of the
hearings their telegrams opposing the freeze-out. In the week
s
ahead I will report our efforts to
protect the interests of the people
of the District, as well as the TVA
principle.
FLUORSPAR
BILL INTRODUCED

On March 5, I introduced a bill
which, if enacted, would make
possible the reopening of the
flourspar mines in the Crittenden Lyon-Caldwell-Livingston county
area. The mines are now close
d
because of excessive impo
rts
from foreign sources. Fluo
rspar

group.
This is a typical cross-section of
the kind of people who become
alcoholics. Their drinking pat terns were so similar that Li)
changing name and locality, any
By J. Collis Ringo.
of their drinking "histories could
Executive Director Kentucky
be substituted for another and
Commission on Alcoholism
What kind of pecide become have practically the same stor)
alcoholics?
Not one of these people had
It has been denionstiated that any sound Idea of why they besocial background. economic level. came alcoholics. They all agree
education, religious affiliations their drinking became compulsive
and consider this type of drinkare not measurable factors.
The most reliable information ing an incurable illness. They
about alcoholics comes from in- have shown this illness can be
dividual members of Alcoholics' arrested, that an alcoholic can
Anomymous. These people are lead a normal, sober existence. Of
alcoholics by their own admis- this group of 26, the period of
sion, with the qualification that sobriety ranged from six months Ati
they are sober alcoholics. A re- to more than ten years.
•
To paraphrase a current telecent study of a group of A. A.
members disclosed a wide varie- vision commercial, these 26 people
have demonstrated. "1r can be
ty of occupations and origins
done." 'ens small group is one.
A bus driver, a securities aeaiof thousands of A. A. groups with
er. a bartender, a physician,
a
sales manager of a heavy equip- a combined membership in ea-.
cess of 200,000 A. A. has blazed
ment distributor, a factory worker, a secretary, a stenographer, a the trail.
While most publicized and very
receptionist, several retail saleseffective, Alcoholics Anonymous
men, office and warehouse clerks,
is nqt the only successful therapy
a farmer, a retired army officer,
a school teacher and a restaurant Miny physicians, clergymen and
some lay therapists are helping
operator were members of
this alcoholics arrest the illness.

FED UP WITH

Starch 24. 1939

Christ's Scars Conquere d The World

Secondly, His scars prove His love
for us. True love seeks not its own
good, but the good of the other. True
love is proven not by words but by
offering something to theA'one loved,
ani the rreatest offering •:511 can give
is not what one has, but one's very
life. Every scar of Christ tells the
Story."Greater love than this no man
hath."
Thirdly. His scars solicit our love.
Chriezt rose froth the dead not
with
wounds which would betoken
weakn-s3s, btlt with scars, glorious med
als
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SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
SCARS are never pleasant things
to look upon, but the scars worn by
the risen Christ on Easter Sunday
paint a vivid portrait of His battle
against sin. They tell a story which
every Christian must try to unde
rstand if he sincerely wishes to call
himself a follower of Christ.
First, the scars orChrist prove the
law of Christian life that no one shal
l
be crowned unless he has struggled;
that no crowns of rr)erit rest suspended on those who do not fight; that unless there is a Good Friday in
our
lives there will never be an East
er
Sunday.

•

a

We Will Oppose A Liquor License In Highlands
The News undefgtands that several
commercial establishments are planning to build in the newly-annexed
Highlands area, and one of these is a
liquor store.
While our information comes strictly through the "rumor" grapevine, we
would like to go on record right now
as publicly opposed to the location of

by McFseffers

"Were you trying to fix
this yourself?"

(Above)SATE LINE ROAD will be improv
ed
almost a mile, said the C-J caption for the abo
ve
Fulton city map, but the heavy black line is not
State Line, but the route of U. S. 51 thro
ugh
Highlands. However, Cemetery and
Sixth
Streets, also mentioned for improvement, are
not
"black-lined" either so perhaps all four
are on
the schedule.

IVO

STRICTLY BUSINESS

El
Da

1

is necessary in the produ
ction of
steel and aluminum. Also,
rine gas, which is made fluofrom
fluorspar, is a vital part
of our
ballistic missile program.
This bill, H. R. 5347, is patte
rned after the sugar act, whic
h has
for many .years provided
a soun
method of dealing fairly with d
the
interests of domestic produ
cers,
foreign producers. and U. S.
consumers. Senators Cooper
and
Morton are co-sponsors
of a
similar bill in the Senate.
TOBACCO HEARING
SCHEDULED
The Tobacco Subcommittee
of
the House Agriculture
Comm
tee, of which I am a membiter,
has scheduled hearings for
March
25 on the Jennings bill to
protect
and stabilize the price
support
level for tobacco. The Boar
d of
Directors of the Western
Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Assoc
iation has formerly advised me
of
its suppOrt of this bill, and
I understand .the Eastern Dark Fire
Tobacco Growers Association
also
favors its enactment. I am
sure
these organizations will be repre
sented at the hearing. The Burl
ey
Association and the Kentucky
Farm Bureau supported the proposal in an earlier hearing.
HAWAH—THE 50th STATE

Flame-Blackened
POTS AND PANS?

The vow
at 4 p. m.
at the C1
Church, wi
Hilliard pc
ring cerer
Laird. pier
Rogers, we
program of

The bride
marriage I
chosen Mn
Fulton, her
attendant. :
elude Mrs.
Louisville, 1
Bonds of Fu

Bill Kent
will attend
man.
No forma
trig sent, but
of the famil
tend.

LINCOL

Time to change
to an ELECTRIC range
and
clean ELECTRIC cooking
Only an electric range gives
you clean,
safe, cool, flameless automatic
cooking from
a wire—not a fire. No fume
s—the air

in

your kitchen stays fresh and
healthful. No
flames to blacken pots and pans

. Walls, curtains, fixtures, all stay cleaner lon'g
er.
And . .. with the dependable
automatic
controls of an electric range, you're
freed
from time-consuming pot watching.
You
have more time for family and frie
nds yet
serve better meals than ever. Buy a mode
rn
electric range now. See any electric appl
iance dealer.
Less than a penny a meal per person
is all

you pay to cook the clean, automati
c, electric way. This is the average cf
with our low electric rates.

History was made last week
when the House and Senate
by
overwhelming margins voted to
admit the Hawaiian Islands
as
the 50th state. The valiant
fighting record compiled by Hawaiian
troops in World War II contributed to the belief in the Congress
that Hawaii, with its. 600,0
00
people, had earned the right
to
become a state.
SIGNS WITH ORION
Fulton County SCD Board has
signed with Obion County
(Tenn.) SCD to co-sponsor the
Reelfoot-Indian Creek Watershe
d
of 73,896 acres. Fulton County has
10,000 acres of this area in the
North Fork of Reelfoot Creek
which has Reelfoot Lake as an
outlet.
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Elissa Davis And Charles King
Davis, Jr. Plan June Wedding
Dr. and Mrs. H L. Davis of
Lexington have announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Melissa Cook, to Chai les King
Davis, Jr., sun of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles King Davis, Sr., of Hickman.
Mini Davis is a graduate ot
Henry Clay High School *lid a
student at the University of Kentucky. She is a member of the

I Engagement Of Miss Eva Jo Reams
To Howard C. Henderson Told

Delta Delta Delta Sorority.
Mr. Davis, a graduate of Sewanee Military Academy, Sewanee, Tenn, is a senior premedical student at the University
of Kentucky and is a member of
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity. Prior
to entering the University, Mr.
Davis served three years with
the United States Army
A June wedding is planned.

Babb-McNeely
Nuptials Read

The Fulton News, Thursday, Mar
ch 19, 1959, Page 3

The wedding of Miss Beverly
Ann Babb, eldest daughter of
Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln Babb, 717
Lochridge St., Mayfield, to Freddy
Neely, son of Mr. Henry McMcNeely and the late Mr. McNe
ely
of Wingo, was solemnized at
the
Second Baptist Church in Union
City, Tenn., on Monday. Febru
ary 18.
The Rev, Stanley Barnett,
church pastor, read the
double
ring ceremony at 3:30 a'cloc
k in
the afternoon.

Engagement Of Charlyne Sanford
And Richard Shephard Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. San-laffiliated with
Phi Delta Kappa.
ford announce the engagement of ' Both Miss Sanfo
rd and Mr. Shentheir daughter, Charlyne, te herd are prese
ntly employed by
Richard A. Sheph•Pci, son of Mrs. the Dearborn
Board of Education,
Fred L. Shepherd and the late , Dearborn, Mich.
Mr. Shepherd, of Detroit.,Michi- 1 Plans are being
made for a
gan.
Isummer wedding.
Miss Sanford attended the University of Mississippi where she
was a member of Sigma Alpha
Iota, SWENS and Alpha Lambda
Delta. She was graduated from
Murray State College. Mr.hepherd was graduated from Wayne
Miss Patsy Ann Walker became
State University where he was the bride of
Airman 3C Jerry
Copeland in a double ring candlelight ceremony at the Hollywood
Church of Christ March 7. with
C. E. McAmie, minister officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Miss Patsy Faye Cardwell,1 Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Walker, 8101
daughter of Mr.. arid Mrs Edd ; Cleveland street,,
and the brideCardwell of Fulton is announc- groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs.
ing final plans for her marriage Clarence Copel
and of Fulton,
Miss Eva Jo R.
to Billy Joe Roney, son of Mr. Route 4. He is stati
oned
and Mrs. Jewel Roney of South Miami International Airpo at the
rt.
The engagement of Miss Eva Jo Reams di Howard
Second Street, Union City.
For her wedding the bride wore
Clay
a
ton Henderson is announced today by the bridewhite
lace
balle
rina length
The vows will be exchanged
at 4 p. m. on Sunday, March 22, dress with long pointed sleeves. elect's parents, Mr. and-Mrs. Horace Edward Reams,
of
at the Chapill Hill Methodist She carried a white satin muff, Fulton. Mr. Henderson is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. ClayChurch, with the Rev. Dave M. covered with a variety of white
Hilliard performing the double orchids, accented with tiny pearls ton Henderson of Union City, Tenn. The couple plans
to be married on June 6 at the First Methodist Church
ring ceremony. Miss Sandra and lace.
Attendants to the bride were
Laird. pianist, and Miss Linda
in
Fulton.
Rogers, vocalist, will present a Miss Clara Matherly, maid of
honor
,
Mrs.
Bual
Walk
er and Mrs.
Miss Reams is the granddaugh- lettered in basketball
program of music.
and baseWilliam Osment III, bridesmaids. ter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. ball. He is now a sophomore at
The bride-elect, to be given in Their gowns were ballerina Thomas C. Kelly of Hick
man
UTMB
and
, where he is an active
marriage by her father, has length pink embroidered organdy the late Mr. and
Mrs. Luther B. member in the Ag Club.
chosen Mrs. Bobby Barclay of with which they carried heart Reams of Fulto
n, Mr. Henderson
They plan to return to Martin
Fulton, her sister, to be her honor shaped bouquets of orchids.
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
this fall for Mr. Henderson to conattendant. Bridesmaids will InC.
R. Henderson of Kenton, Tenn.,
Miss Gail Walker, niece of the
tinue his education at the univerclude Mrs. Jimmy Oliver of
and Mrs. Herman Howard and
sity.
Louisville. Ky., and Miss Glenda bride, was flower girl. Her dress the late Mr.
Howa
rd
of
Union
was
styled similar to that of the
Bonds of Fulton.
other attendants and she Parried City.
"UNCHAINED GODDESS"
The bride-elect is a member of
Bill Kendrick of Brownsville a heart shaped basket filled with
the South Fulton Senior Class.
will attend Mr. Roney as best tiny orchids.
It is a widely held belief that
man.
The bride's mother wore a blue She served two years as co- men never understand wome
n.
No formal invitations are be- lace dress with matching acces- manager of the girl's basketball But weather, personified as a
team
sorie
and
s
was
and
a
captain of the woman in "The Unchained Godcorsage of white
ing sent, but relatives and friends
cheerleaders this year. She was dess", is one that scient
of the families are invited to at- orchids.
ists are
parli
Best
ament
man to the bridegroom
arian of the South understanding better evtiry year.
tend.
was Edward E. Haseldon, Char- Fulton F. H. A. chapter. and is This television progr
am, which
leston, S. C., Bual Walker and on the staff of the annual, "The will be seen again next
Sunday at
LINCOLN'S SCHOOLING
William Osment III were ushers. Devillier." Miss Reams was voted 6 p. m. EST (5 p. m.
CST) over
the Friendliest Girl in Who's
stati
on
WPSD
While living at the Knob Creek
. Paducah, i.-, part of
Who
A reception was held at the in the Senior Class
the award winning Bell System
.
cabin, near Hodgenville, Ky., churc
h following the ceremony.
Scien
ce Series. The program was
Abraham Lincoln trudged to Out. of
Mr. Henderson is a graduate
town guests were Ralph
of first telecast over NBC on Februschool with his sister, Sarah. But Pierce,
Warner Robins, and Mr. Union City High School, where he ary 12,
his teachers were inadequate and and Mrs.
1958.
W. H. Walker of Miami.
the schooling of little value. At Mrs.
Terry Kleman and Miss
other Urnk.s the boy helped his Helen
Lashly and Joe Salvatorio
father with farming—sometimes of Ft.
Lauderdale were also
carrying corn seven miles to Hod- there
as well as Mr. and Mrs.
ben's mill to be ground—hunted Thomes
Ma t herly of Pompano .
rabbits, fished and climbed rugged hillsides with companions.
The couple will make their
Throughout 1959, Kentucky cele- home in Miami.
brates the 150th anniversary of
his birth at Hodgenville.
"TUF-NUT" Matched Suit or Boys
read !he Classlited Ads
Jeans

Walker-Copeland
Marriage Announced

Miss Cardwell
Reveals Plans

The bride's sister, Miss Barba
ra
Jean Babb, was her only
attendant.
Louis Dewain Tucker of Wingo
was best man.

Mrs. Kathleen Nail of the Coral
and an orchid corsage.
Jayne apartments, Union City,
is
Frank Lattus of Hickman serannouncing the marriage of her
ved as best man.
daughter, Miss Joanne Nail, to
They are residing at 804 WashRobert G. McKelvey, son of Mr.
ington
and Mrs. Dan McKelvey Jr.
of McKe avenue, Union City. Mr.
Route 1, Hickman.
lvey is engaged in farming
near Hickman. The bride serves
The wedding took place Sund
ay as secretary at the Second Baptist
afternoon, March 1, at the Secon church.
d
Baptist church in Union City,
The
with the Rev. Stanley Barne
tt Fort bride was graduated from
officiating.
Myers High School, Fort
Myers, Fla., and Mr. McKelvey is
The bride chose a beige
a graduate of Cayce High School.
suit, complimented by melon silk
accessories and a corsage of
white ITS A BOY!
orchids.

After a wedding trip through
Miss Mary Morris
Kentucky and Tennessee the cou- maid of honor and only served as
atten
ple is at home in Mayfield.
Her costume of navy and dant.
White
was accented by white
accessories
The bride is a graduate of Mayfield High. School, class of 1956,
and of Draughon's Business Collegegin,Paducah. She is now employed in the offices of Paducah
Electronics'.
•
The bridegroom, a former student at Wingo High School, is
an
employee of Holland Brothers
Trucking Service in Wingo.
FIRES
The Soutl Fulton Fire Depar
tment was called out Sunday
afternoon to a grass fire at
the
Church of God on McDowell
Street.

OFFERS
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVIC
E
Our services are dedicated to those
who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and digni
fied Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitnr
s' prices in this area.

CA.DILLAt... AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have. two Cadillac ambulances
—both air-conditioned and
ovygen-equipped—ready to go, day
or night, And it costs no-nore to use this service.

The Fulton Fire Department
was called out at 11 a. m.
Saturday to Jones Auto Parts Store
,
PHONE 88
when a grease can caught on
fire.
There was no damage reported.
lmsimea

408 EDDINGS STREET

WE'RE BUSTING OUT WITH BIG VALUES

Sale! Girls' Unlined

Easter Dusters
Sizes 3 to 6x

The very young become very elega
nt when they step
out Easter Sunday In these little
dusters. Tailored of
faille or nubby linen, they have
pleated backs with a
criss-cross belt. Choice in navy,
red, turquoise, blue
and beige.

GIRLS LINED DUSTERS
gt599

Sizes
3 to 6x‘
IIP

400A° voter

TUE-NUT
MATCHED
SHIRTS & PAN TS
TUF-DURABLE
Made of
carded
8.2 weight type IV
all the
with
TWIL
L—
ARMY
TUF-NUT FEATURES to gie
you a BETTER FITTING
LONGER WEARING —NEMIR
LOOKING UNIFORM.

PANTS
3.98
S H I RT ,s4"Jyas $2.98
$

ARMY T"
OUP Br"
"
SItVER GREY

Sizes 7 to 14

$299
S199
and Do

EACH WEEK !... Come in and let us tell
you of our easy plan. You may be a
winner each week !

ova dest-

Mr. and Mrs. :neron Wiley,
Wingo,
1, are the proud
parents 'of
f a 9 pound, 12 ounce
son born at 8 a. m., March 13,
195
the Fulton Hospital.

The Whitnel Funeral Home

FREE!

2
S4
1Z

Unimrtity Church Is Scene
Of Nail And McKelvey Wedding

Sizes ib699
7 to 1441

These are for Easter Sunday, Princess
style ... 6-ply
faille, waffle weave or nubby linen
dusters in heavenly colors
. white, pink, blue, navy, coral. Smar
t
details in collar, pockets and sleeves.

93,Le,
Boys' Suits
$595
Sizes 2 to 7

Tailored of linen we.ave rayons .
. . Tan coat,
brown paint; light blue striped coat,
navy paint;
white coat, black pants. Full lining,
patch pocket,
full belt, zipper fly, cuff-buttoms.

GRCI
DARK Gstx-,
'

11aliQruilStorcs
.....
NM.=Ir • MEM.MINIIIr-1111
1

K. HOMRA'S
312 Lake Street

LAKE STREET

Fulton, Ky.

•

•

leap,

•

FULTON, KY.
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Fee-Grabbing Magistrates
To Lose Their Gold Mines

dis

Union City, Tenn.,-ln Obion
County and other west Tennessee
counties a minor revolution in
justice and in the handling of
criminal cases is in the making.

Fields Barn
Destroyed By
Fire Friday

months
COMNIENCILIVIZNT SPEAKER
Pierecall was arrested Sunday
Ralph Donald, professor of
by Deputy Sheriff Billy West- matnernatics at Union
Urilversit
moreland and Constable Billy Jackson, will be the South Fu!
Super market executives and Hagan.
ton Commencement speaker on
other employees of A & P Food
Thursday, May 7, at 8 p m at the•
read the Clasts nod Ada
Stores in this area are competing
school auditorium.
for U. S. Savings Bonds in a 100th
Anniversary
Awards program
which closes March 31. Company
Vice President Byron Jay announced today.
The A, & P 100th Anniversary
Awards program is based on
sales, courtesy and service, housekeeping and store operations, he
said.
Stores in he Louisville Unit
covering the metropolitan area
and extending into pal ts of Indiana, Illinois and Tennessee are
divided into groups on the basis
of size and sales

A&P Stores Compete
In Bond Contest

people, who is paid a yearly
salary which in no way will be
740Em
A barn belonging to Jess Fields
tied to the number of fines he
on Highway 51 about a mile north
assesses or the number of conof Fulton was destroyed by fire
victions he obtains. The law beFriday morning.
comes effective Sept. 1, 1960.
The barn, which was filled with
-Gov. Buford Ellington has signWith JIM PRYOR
hay and some farm equipment
Legislators who fostered the
ed a bill which establishes generharkalkiral Arial, Smolt ciateng aaleirai caught
from a field fire which
al sessions courts in most counties bill and guided it through the
spread over a 35 acre area around
DAIRYING STILL
in the state which had not al- General Assembly said it would
the Fields home
ready estbalished them through eliminate "fee grabbing" and
HAS BEST OUTLOOK
The house and another barn
local acts. Six counties are ex- would go far toward doing away
Dairying still has the best out- were saved by the Fulton Fire
cluded from the new law includ- with so-called "speed traps"
ing Gibson in west Tennessee. which many have charged are look for the farmers in this area. Department.
It is believed by City PoliceThe exclusions were the results operated for the sole purpose of With labor saving devices, we
of amendments tacked on the bill enriching some magistrate and have been able to cut the man men that the field fire started
by members of the Legislature police official participating in the hours in half for the care of the from a burning truck tire. The
dairy cow. You may think one tire was left by the side of the
"trap."
from the particular counties.
Mayfield Man Fined
In all affected counties the new
"Justice has not always been half is a fantastic figure and highway just south of the Fields
law will remove all criminal done" an Obion County Attorney chances are you will challenge me home early Friday morning after
On
DWI Charge Here
trial jurisdiction from the hands said here. "It is often a great on it, so I will give you all the an Alabama truck, loaded with
informati
on
furniture
and
let
accident.
you
,
had
an
see
just
of members of individual countyl temptation for underpaid officers
Robert D. Pierecall of MayThe tire was seen ourning by field- wadi,fined $108.50 on a DWI
courts. The power will now be I to link hands with an unscrupul- how easy it is these days to get
into
dairy
the
business
and
how
the side of the road as early as charge Monday morning in Fulplaced in the hands of a general ous magistrate to trap unwary
sessions judge, elected by the motorists, enriching both the little time milking requires when 6 a. m. The field fire began to ton police court. His driver's
using the modern methods.
spread rapidly and caught the license was revoked for six
magistrate and the officers in an
First, most of the time is taken barn on fire about 10:15. Two
undercover form of fee-splitting.
"While trouble of this nature in milking the cows and feeding fire trucks answered the call and al Chapel with Rev
Oakley
I has not been apparent in Obion morning and night, sol will deal firemen fought the blaze for over Woodside, pastor of the CumberCounty," the attorney continued, first with tithe milking end of the an hour.
land Presbyterian Church officiMr. Fields was away from ating. Burial
ITS HERE
Hit has been prevelant in other days work. If you are interested
was in the Arlingl 1 I t• Sl national New Invention
E sections of the state, much to the in not bending over so much and home at the time of the fire.
,ton, Ky., cemetery.
sutheriand's "MD" Truss
not
milking
by
hand,
we
will
bedetriment of the communities inHe was a member of the First
..so Belts - No Straps volved. Motofists soon learn the gin with the elevated milking
Methodist Church, Fulton.
Preview
Of
Easter
No Odors
parlor.
You
have,
a choice of the
danger areas and try to avoid
.., i 1,1oved by Doctors - The them. The AAA
Fashions To Be Shown
often publicizes V type or the tandum. The V type
is
adequate for herds up to 25
World's Most Comfortable
such areas and advises its memA preview of Easter fashions in
Truss
bers to route their travels accord- head and the tandum with the the form of 'An Easter
Seim° Osborne, - a merchant,
Parade by
prep
stall
will
accomoda
te
up
to
ingly.
This
has
hurt economicalCITY DRUG CO.
60 head. I have seen farmers Those Wpo Sew' will be present- former deputy sheriff and jailer
ly".
ed on Kentucky Homemakers for Obion county died about noon
1408 Lake St.
Fulton
Many magistrates are openly milking 6 to 12 cows install ele- program on WPSD-TV
, Channel March 7 at his he- me near Clayvated
milk
barns
with
cow-to-ca
n
angry at the loss of power the
milkers and the first thing they 6, Wednesday, March 25, 12:30 to ton community. He was 71.
Services were held at 3:30 Sunwant to do is increase their herd. 1:00 p. m.
Mi
.s. Florence C. Bennett, Mc- day, March 8, in the Cobbs
Why? Well, first because they can
milk in less than half the time Cracken County Home Demon- Chapel Methodist church. The
ovoer hand milking and they clO straion Exension Agent, will have Rev. R. G. Baker and the Rev.
not have to stoop to change the charge of the program and Will A. H. Simpson officiated and
milkers wash the udders or give present McCracken County Home- burial was in Sanders Chapel
care to the cow during or after makers in garments they have Cemetery. White-Ranson Funeral
fashioned . for themselves and Home had charge of arrangemembers of their families to wear ments.
M. E. Garrison, Sheriff and Tax Collector of Fulton
I was by a farm not long ago in the Easter Parade. Many ofe the
For several years Mr. Osborne
County, Kentucky. will on Monday, April 6, 1959, beginning
where the dairyman was building models will show garments that operated the Osborne
Grocery
at the hour of 1:30 P. M. Central Standard Time, at the North
an elevated system. After seeing are not new, but which they have store on the Union
City-Lake
(Igor of the Courthouse in the City of Hickman, County of
his concrete milk barn where he accessorized to bring them up to road.
Fulton, State of Kentucky, sell the following tax claims for
had stanchions and had been date for use in the 1959 Easter
real estate as listed; the number of each tax receipt; Name
milking with the power milkers parade.
of each taxpayer; amount of the taxes for the a.s.sessement
e have complete stocks
for several years. I asked him
As a part of the presentation,
yrar of 1958, together with penalty, advertising costs and
just why he was building the four representatives of the CarSherifVs fee. These delinquent tax claims, when sold, become
a lien upon the property described on each tax bill and are
elevated system now when he had lisle County Homemakers will
subject to 12 per cent annum and costs.
a concrete floor with stanchions. model garments they have conHe said that after seeing the ele- structed in their Homemakers
vated milking system in action I lessons this year, according to
for HOME and FARM
FULTON INDEPENDENT NO. 1-Fulton
can milk in a little less time and Mrs. Anna C. Thompson. Area
Machines
Tax Receipt
I can do it standing up, and after Home Demonstration Extension
No.
Name
a
hard
days
Agent,
work
who
has
in the field you
Amount
charge of the pro- BENNETT
ELECTRIC
just don't feel like stooping and gram. d'
214272
Avery, Edgar
18 42
PHONE
201
FULTON
214343
Birmingham, Reed
9 69
214365
Bowden. Mrs. Naomi
4 43 54
new law will bring. Others, those
214432
Brown, Tucker
who tried few or no cases, shrug
a 61.12
214516
Carter, William C.
58.34
their
shoulders. Others are al2145'.5
Childers, J. B.
27.86
ready looking toward the coming
21" ;5
Dixon. Geo. E. & °has. E.
25,55
primaries because, as one magis21 l',79
Ellis, James A.
4 78
trate here put it., "Somebody
214717
Fite, Ar'hur, Est.
35.23
214740
will have to be the judge."
Freeman. Harry W
Services for Will Seay, who
51 45
214883
Hamblin, Julian Joseph
died at his home in Dukedom at
28.58
214908
Magistrates in Obion County, 2
Harwood, Cecil Dean
50 17
Wednesday afternoon after a
214911
Hastings. Ernest & Mary Marie Laird
especially those in the Union City long
11 Ti)
illness, were held Thursday
214945
Hibbs, Sam
area, are busy men almost every afternoon
39.17
at the Knob Creek
21497;
113lifield, Perlie
day, hearing many traffic cases
25.67
Church of Christ Burial, under
214°79
Holifield. Pete & Estelle
24 06
and
other
misdemea
nors. In addi- direction of Jackson Brothers
21'144
Hutchens, Raymond T.
Fu27.42
tion they conduct preliminary
7 ',J89
Johnson, William Monroe
neral Home, was in Pinegar
50.12
hearings
on
felony
cases.
215101
Jones, Dick
Cemetery
. Bro. John B Harteman
•
18.19
215111
Jones, Mrs. P. T.
32.46
A magistrate is paid nothing officiated. He was 78.
215117
Joyner, Mrs. Grace
39 77
_Mr. Seely was a retired farmer.
for work of this nature unless
215131
Kelly, J. E.
- 11 06
the defendant pleads guilty ot is He was the son of the late Wil215136
Kenny, Will Allen
3.40
convicted and fined. He then col- liam and Susan Mooney Seay of
215139
Kerney, W. A.
4.78
lects a magistrate's fee of $3.50 Graves County. He was a mem215198
Lester,Thelma
23 26
215207
Linton, Mrs. Cora
for each case plus an additional ber of the Knob Creek Church of
32 46
215231
Madding, 3ack
fee of 75 cents if he signs a mit- Christ.
32.78
215317
Morris, Lucas Ottowa
Mr. Seay leaves his wife, Mrs.
timus and hands him over to the
14.02
215319
Morris, Reba Patterson
14.48
sheriff for failure to pay his fine Nora Foy Seay; two daughters,
215320
Morris, Reba Patterson & Veatrice Morris 7.54
or to be held for the Grand Jury Mrs. Homer Royster of Camden.
215379
McGowan, Addie
-22.90
Tenn., and Mrs. Hoyt White of
in lieu of bail.
215388
McMillen, Harold
15.85
Union City; a brother, Tom Seay
215439
Owens, James H.
64.32
'The system of magistrate's of Fulton; and two grandchildren.
215467
Patton, J. B. Profit
30.13
courts is an antiquated one," one
215469
Patton, Mose, Jr.
84.95
Obion County magisfrate said
215562
Robertson, V/. A
22.98
flatly. "It has been doomed for
EXQUISITE
215603
Scales, Oney
14.48
many years. Abuses of the magis215632
Sikes, D. S.
46.06
H.
C.
Hooker,
909 Vine Street,
215653
trates' powers have occurred too
Smith, Detattie
41.53
215773
Vincent, Milford & June
often in too many places. Person- retired Illinoise Central employe,
36.26
215795
Wallace, Berry, Est.
ally, I am quite glad to see it go." died at 7 p. m. Saturday in the
11.70
Illinois Central Hospital in Chi215799
Walters, Sarn
8.85
215812
Waters, Hazel
Local attorneys also point out cago following a long illness.
11.85
215858
Williams, L. H. & Carmi Page
He was born November 10,
that the institution of general ses7.04
215860
Williams, Mary Barton
sions courts will improve the sy- 1885 in Ripley, Tenn., and moved
6.17
215880
Winstead, Mrs. Minnie
20.26
stem of records, centralizing them to Fulton 11 years ago from Arl215891
Woodruff, Orvie & Katherine
17.24
in a single office instead of hav- ington, Ky. He was a retired tele215917
Yates, Mrs. Mavis
55.27
ing them scattered among dozens graph operator for the Illinois
of magistrates in every section of Central.
FULTON COUNTY NO. l'
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ellen
the counties.
216077
Caruthers, Robert
13.76
Both the Tennessee Bar Asso- Hooker; a son, Thomas Hooker;
216143
Doughty, Mary S.
2.76
ciation and the Obion County Bar two grandchildren, Billy Hooker
216265
Hendrix, Richard
ao7.11
Association have long been advo- of Hickman and Tommy Hooker
216309
Johnson, Alex. ET.
6.17
cating
the institution of general a student at the University of
216314
Johnson, Edgar L= & Vernell s
8.23
216329
sessions
Jones, S. N.
courts throughout the Kentucky, Lexington; a great
2.64
216441
Nugent, Mrs. Fan rtig
state. Local attorneys, in the past, granddaughter and two step-sons,
4.78
216497
Ross, Vina Mai have _drawn bills designed to Wayne Norman of New York City
11.70
216547
Stout, D. B.
66.54
achieve this goal but have failed and Wendan Norman.
Funeral services were Tuesday
in efforts to get the proposed
at 2 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funerlegislation introduced.

Getsetfor EASTER with

ass Ganitone drycleaning
by
OK-Parisian Laundry & Cleaners

Superior Thoroughness Makes Clothes
Look and Feel Like New Again!
Better dressed .. . groomed to a "T." . . . That's
how your family will be-on Easter morn if you
depend on Sanitone . . . our famous, nationally
advertised dry cleaning service! It gets out ALL
the dirt! Spots gone! (klorless! Better longerlasting press! Come in and see us or call today.

OK-Parisian Laundry-Cleaners
-Phone 130 --

Another Naturalizer first...the Showcase

Full range of sizes... and of course they
fit like Naturalizers always do.

•

Hearing Aid Batteriet
Also available: HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 year, 90 proof.
HEAVEN Hill DISTILLERIES INC

NW
STSS
HALIPINT..4145
OUART_SS.40

I I(

For all makes of hearing alas!
‘'Istt our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunit‘

CITY DRUG Co
,011 Lake Street

(
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lifting.
There has been much said about
getting big or get out these days.
Lets just stop for a minute and
see what we are saying. Some enterprises would not be profitable
under certain conditions regardless of size. I feel the most important project for the modern
farmer is to economize through
labor saving devices, then grow
into whatever size his farm will
allow.
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shows you the new Spring collection.
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around town with

We are so glad to learn that
Mary Kate Pewitt is out of the
hospital, although she remains on
crutches. Several weeks ago Miss
Pewitt fell while at work at the
PAric Terrace and fractured her
knee, and had been a patient in
Kentucky has lost to other
Hillview Hospital until a few days states more than 400,000 citizens,
Mr W. L. Carter was by the ago. We miss seeing you around, a number larger than the populaNews office Monday and we were Mary Kate
tion of all the counties in the first
so glad to see him. He's such a
Congressional District.
- SALE SUCCESSFUL
nice person and so interesting to
The figures were made public
The "Skat" house-to-house cantalk to. As you know, Mr. Carter
vim March 6 was a big success by officials at the state headquarwas a Hannah Paint salesman for
and a complete sellout_ If you ters for Bert Combs, candidate for
many years, retired, then started .missed getting your "Sitar
see the the Democratic nomination for
to work again Now, he has had Boy Scouts of Troop
43 Saturday governor, and Wilson Wyatt, his
to retire again because of his on Lake Street. Funds
raised go to teammate campaigning for the
failing eyesight.
the swimming pool fund.
nomination for lieutenant gover-

Kentucky Loses To Other States
More Than 400,000 Citizens

Ouida Jewell
Paul Westpheline, our Nisi, down
at the Ness and vice-president of
the Kentucky Press ANsuciation,
will attend the ,pring meeting of
the West Kentucky Press An80C1a Lion at liebtopky Darn Village
Saturday. April 11.
Most of the meeting will be
spent in formal round-table discussions on current and pertinent problems of the newspaper
p-rofessloti.- ''
Crulrn't tell you whether Mrs.
Westpheling iJoi will attend or
not. Its accordine to whether or
not she's tied up with her political job Its co-ch.ursoman of the
Combs-Watts campaigr.
----Robert Lamb, retired mail carrier. was by the Newt office this
week and .did he lock sharp! His
white whiskers look rice with his
black Derby hat, Kentucky Colonel
tr. b'ark jacket and wnlIcItti.: cane
Another local male whc looks good
in his white Centennial beard Is
Charm Gregory, insurance Bateman. He is very distinguist, looking
•

vollEIMIL-istrikesamesilmammilmr

Souther"

0

All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our

TUrig

(Model H179A)
Holds 595 lbs.-over
/
1
4 ton. Quick freeze
comportment, 2 baskets, 2 dividers, automatic interior lights,
safety-lock latch, temperature control, perfect-seal lid gasket.

Regular Price

24 ft.
Extension
Ladder

S. S.-form & Home
WHEELBARROW
(150SPI

$26 Down -

422 Lake St.
Phone 408
Fulton, Ky.

$259.95
low Monthly Payments

(Also available in 21 cu.ft. size at a corresponding
low price.)
0111121P

/
3
4
" Plastic Pipe
Spread bottom.

Hardwood

Complete with
Strong, long life.

flanges

braced

for

added safety.

75 lbs. pressure. 1000/. virgin
polyethylene. Light; flexible,
easy to Install, Long life, Not
hurt by freezing.

Sturdy, full size. 3 cu.
ft. capacity heaped.
Tubular steel undercarriage. Scratch resistant finish. Rounded
front for easy pouring.

Regular PrIce--10c per ff.

Regular Price-$25.03
SALE
PRICE

SALE PRICE
Regular Price

18.50

7c per Ft.

$9.93

Sale Price

'

$6.90

Deep Well Jet Pump
Model KO
4'

$10.90 Down
Southens States

UNICO Powerliner

DRI-PAK
BATTERY

PREMIUM
CUSHION
TIRE (Tubed)

S24-241 6 weft-24 Mb
his Fords and Meirterys.

goeremais

4 Ply Black

Regular Prim-615.35
Full 100% power, long life.
BiPlok separotors, hard rubber container, extra water
capac,ty.

pies eld battery

Sale Price-SI IA
phirs eW beelevy

!St 2.1! 6
Fitt

most

Fords and

roli

24

mo

inch., of

guoronOe•
cars, •mix•pt

Merturyi.

A

m$-36

MO. 5e01111111,16
powerfel battery beitt le boodle

wrth ease

ail extra electrical

mon t

todey s

on

cart.

File

P..l met borw,

mad

Regular Pric•--$22.40
plus 444 battery

Sale Price-S 11.95
ad

670 x 13

equip-

enali•I of corn.

Regular Price-$15.25

Super tire for today's high powered
Greater comfort and safety. easier steering, better
OPOction.
Lest air pressure gives smoother, softer ride. Guar
111Miestd for life of tread.
&hip.

Sale Price-$17.90

Pine emi
SALE PRICE

$14.95
oats tax

$15.95
Om lax

Pt,,, aid battery

Cummins Maxaw (N° ill)

$31.95

Ball bearing heavy duty motor lubricated
for life--never
needs attention
Complete with jet, 42 gal. tank, foot valve,
strainer, air volume control. /
1
2 H.P. motor. For depths
to 120 ft.

Regular Price

908.95

law ,i077111=11=11111=8114

UNICO Glass Lined
WATER
HEATER
(Model WB52PD)
52 gal. capacity, quick-action double
throw thermostat, magnesium rod,
nichrome heating element, front
drain connection, hot water bead
trap.

(Model 2-4-Dj
Weed burner. Top fence
power for livestock control
and weed cutting shock.
12 months unconditional
warrantee.
115 V. A. C.
Regular Price--$24.30

Sale Price

$168.30

SALE PRICE

Rocket Fence Controller

Magic pivot lets you make
all cuts in 2" dressed lumbar at any angle with
blade to spare. Handles
a a y building job.
Double-coil motor.
Regular Pric•-$49.93

Sale Price'

710x 13
11111/Idar Prica---323.30
ehos scut
SALE PRICE

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Regular Prke -$119.95

SALE PRICE

$18.10

$95.00
$9.50 Down - Low Monthly Payments

Southern States Fulton Co-operative
CENTRAL AVENUE

SOUTH

ruvroN

PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"

$319.95

Sale Price

(524-36) 12

Dewey Johnson

UNICO 17 cu.
CHEST
FREEZER

Items Available at these Prices Only as Long as Supply Lasts!

Bro. J. Wesley Richardson. local
salesman, radio announcer and
church leader, thoroughly enjoyed the "This Is Your Life" TV
program Wednesday night, when
Dr. Caleb di. Y. Chu of eastern
Kentucky was featured guest.
Bro. Richardson knew in advance that Pr. Chu would be on
the program es he had been advised by Ralph Edwards. who his
subject would be:
Dr. Chu is one of the staff
members of the Seventh-Day
Adventist mountain hospital at
Oneida, Ky. and Bro. Richardson
was serving on the hospital board
when Dr. Chu was called to the
hospital. The local man served
on the hospital board in 1955 and
1956.
Dr Chu was houseboy to
Madame Chaing Kai-Shak in
China. When the rulers of Nationalist China moved to Formosa,
Dr. -Chu escaped to the United
States.

The Harmonette Quartet of
Mayfield will be at Goodtprings
Sunday afternoon. Other singers
include the Perkins Trio, Wesley
Perkins, president of the Weakley
County Singing Cony en tio n,
Stroud Family of Greenfield, the
Jolley Sisters, Garner's Quartet,
all the Oak Grove singers, the
Friendly Five, the Barbwire
Quartet (you must not miss hearing them), Sarah Brundige of
Gleason, who sang two solos at
the singing in Mayfield Sunday
afternoon, then accompanied the
Harmonettes to radio station
WNGO and gave two numbers on
their program.
If you enjoy good gospel singing, come early.

i
S_Titzglat
Anniversary
35th

MARCH 20a-28

rope, pufleys.

- There will be the big fourth
Sunday afternoon singing at Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian
Church two miles south of Dukedom this coming Sunday, beginning at 1:30 p.- m. This is a preconvention singing of Weakley
and Graves County..
The Weakley County singing
convention will be held at Sharon
the first Saturday night in April
and all day Sunday. The Graves
County convention will be all day
the third Sunday in April.

The figures were obtained in
releases from the U. S. Bureau of
Census. It shows that there were
670,000 births in the state since
the last census Was taken but that

the state's population has increas- Todd, and Trigg.
ed by only 135,000.
read .the Claw rted Ads
When Kentucky's death rate is
taken into account, the CombsWyatt repert reveals, it shows
Accurate
that Approximately 400,000 have
left the commonwealth for emWORKMANSHIP
ployment elsewhere.
At Low Cost
The last federal census shows
the first district was a population Watches, Clocks and Time
of 308,054. Counties in the dis- name of AU Kinds Acestrict include: Ballard, Caldwell, gutsily Repaired at Low Cost
Calloway, Ca r 1 is 1 e, Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, HickANDREWS
man, Livingston, Logan Lyon, McJewelry
Company
Cracken, Marshall, MuhIenbiirg,
1
.
111WW1110111111.1.11.1111WIMINIIIIIIIMMIIINIMIIIMIIIIMMIRM1111111

Jackie Edwards. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Jack Edwards, 406 Park
Avenue. Fulton, was one of six
students selected to run for "Miss
Memphis State", a campus honor
at Memphis Stree University.
A senior. Ws Edwards major
in physical education. She is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi soroity
and the Phsiucal ErhscaUon Club.
During a discussion about
Jesse Stuart, famous Kentucky
author, we learned that Charles
Robert Bennett; local oil distri! butor. served in the Navy with
Stuart during World War II and
the two are friends. Mr. Stuart
_Kits visited in the Bennet( home
-.1leeer--The educator-writer also
became a close friend of Robert
Batts of Fulton 'during their Navy
days and he has also visited in
the Batts home.

There will be ,an old-fashioned
box supper and party in the
South Fulton School cafeteria at
7 p. m. on Saturday. March 21.
Each lady attending will bring a
box lunch. Lei this be Dad and
Mother's night out. There will be
door prizes and a cake walk.
Everyone is invited to attend.

nor.
"This situation cries for a solution and we can only keep our
citizens at home if we provide
them with job opportunities to
make a living", Combs said in
commenting on the problem.
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the donkey as an accomplice to
get out of the yard lot.
Four energetic and enthusiastic
young matrons in the CUB
SCOUT DEN MOTHERS DEPARTMENT never leave a stone
unturned to get more information
about being good Den Mothers.
Emily Walker, Dorothy Hopkins,
Shirley Allen and Mary Louise
Gossum motored to Clinton Tuesday night to attend a Den Mothers "information" meeting.
Haveneseen Rena Jacobs in so

.

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your 'pleasure and your scrapbook)
Come next week it will be Easter and we'd like somebody to tell us how come it comes around almost before we got the Christmas tree out of the house. Either
most of us are living faster; or time is passing fatter,
but whatever it is, the days pass by almost as quick as
we can turn the pages of the calendar. Seems no time
at all that we told all the college crowd goodbye after
the Christmas holidays and now they're getting ready
to come home for the Easter vacation. The gals in their
Easter bonnets and the boys in their sartorial elegance
will come from everywhere and with the approach of
this pretty weather a fine time will be had by everybody,
that's for sure.
Coming home earlier than most
and for a shorter visit than most
is Midshipmen Don Wright who
will wing his way from Annapolis very early Saturday and return very early Monday morning. Don Wright would rather
come home for a few hours to
visit with the home folks than
most folks would rather stay at
the White House for a week. And
particularly does Don want to
come home this weekend is to see
grandmother, Mrs. Mace McDade
who has been confined to the Fulton Hospital for several weeks.
Bet Mts. McDade will be able
to leave the hospital soon after
she sees Don for his ebullience is
good for what ails anybody. (Note
to Don: Don't know whether
you'll get that famous McDade
cornbread while you're home).
•

"SEE KENTUCKY NOW" is
the slogan at the Louis Weaks
househeld these days. Louis and
Elsie will surely see some of the
many wonders of eastern Kentucky (at least more of them)
now that Mary Davis and John
Dicken. will make their home in
Danville, Ky. Mary Davis has
been home all week packing
clothes and furniture to make the
move to Danville this week-end.
John will be connected with the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company in Danville and we're
mighty glad that they're settled

on the good old soil of Kentucky
after their interesting so-journ in
Germany and environs.
Mary Davis flew into Paducah
on Sunday with Nancy Fossett
and little Greg and the gals say
that the flight was something to
behold . .
the weather wasn't
conducive to smooth flying and
they bumped around all over
God's little clouds. They got shook
up with what the air lines laughingly call "air motion."

EASTER
PARADE
Will be fresh and crisp
in Frocks by

.Prissy Missy
.Ruth Originals
.Viola
.Peach 'N Cream
SIZES:
9-12-18 months,
1-3 3-6X, 7.14
Subteens

Combed Dobby gingham party
frock in the loveliest of pastels
by PRISSY MISSY. Boat neck
outlined with bias fold of cotton satin which forms a graceful streamer in back. Soft folds
of cotton satin also form a
sash. Net petticoat. Sizes: 7-12.
Colors: Pink Aqua, Maize.
Price $12.95

TOPSEE
DIAPER SETS
For both boys and girls, you
will give with pride. Sizes
S M. L. XL.
Dress Up Your Little
GUY in

"Wee Fellows"
Styles for Easter Sunday
and other special occasions.

ETON SUITS
Toddler 1-4

Free Awards
EVERY SATURDAY From NOW Till May 30
Come in TODAY and register: no purchase necessary—a free ticket for everyone--and we'll tell
you how you can get more!
GRAND LADY OF DEMOCRACY—Mrs. Ruby Laffoon, the grand lady of Kentucky Democracy, inspects the official costume of "Liberty Belle" for Combs and Wyatt immediately prior to the ladies official opening at the Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel in Louisville.
The costume is worn by Mrs. Ben Wilmot of Madisonville. The little "Liberty Belle" on
the right is nine-year-old Mary Jo Westpheling, Fulton. In the rear is Mrs. Phyllis Wilson,
a member of the Combs-Wyatt Headquarters staff The ladies' organization will assist in
the campaign to elect Bert Combs Governor and Wilson Wyatt for Lieutenrnt Governor.

6
:
Combed pettipoint cotton two
piece suit by PRISSY MISSY.
Peter Pan collar and simulated
pocket flaps. Blouson back effect.
boxpleated
skirt with suspenders. In the
most beautiful of colors. Sizes:
3-6X. Colors: Aqua, Coral,
French Blue.
Price $10.95

SEE OUR NEW SPRING SELECTIONS OF

SPORT COATS • SLACKS • SHIRTS
For Boy thru Age 12

A HANDSOME BOAT & BOAT TRAILER
-

fine- time these past few months
trying to increase the membership of the Drama Deparipient.
Their efforts brought about results with eight new members
added to the department and lots
of fun too. Nell and Mildred were
team captains of a membership
drive that lasted for several
months with new members, vialtors, attendance at general meetings incentives for membership
points.

Since travelling around the
State these past few weeks we
have been somewhat airborne
ourselves. Before it became necessary to get to a lot of places in
as little time as possible, we took
a dim view of this flying business. But now, we think of the
slogan o la Arthur Murray . . .
we learn to get there in a hurry.
Last week following the television show in Paducah it was
imperative that we get to Louisville the fastest way. We had a
stand-by reservation on Ozark
from Paducah and we were on
one minute and bumped the next.
Finally, three minutes before the
plane left, a gent walked OFF the
plane and told the clerk it was
too windy to fly. That left a
vacant seat and guess what . . .
we took it. If ever we felt like
Darius Green and his flying
machine it was that time. WHAT
A RIDE . . . we bounced around

The Most Fashionable Little Lady
1 FAR
in the

long I almost forgot what she
looked like. After matching "I
haven't seen you" notes for
awhile we decided that she stayed in kind of close and we stayed out kind of far. But Rena is
going to get her "close in" problem solved. Lela Coulter. her
good friend and neighbor is teaching Rena to drive . . good gracious, what an interesting occa
mon What about it Lela' Between
laughs and funny stories wiLdoubt
Continued on Pace seven

On Tuesday night the team-,
headed by Nell Graham,"conceded defeat" and she and her team
members will have to put on a
big dinner for the winners at the
April meeting. At the Tuesday
night meeting Mrs. Janies Witherspoon took the members of the
'department on an imaginary
"theatre train" with delightful reviews of several of the New York
"hit" plays. Several visitors attended the meeting and from the
enthusiasm they shol.Feci looks
like they too, will be members
next year. Hope so!
HONORED GUESTS at a delightful surprise birth- SMALL WORLD DEPARTday party at the Palestine Methodist Church last Wed- MENT: Mary Wood said that
while her son, Delbert, vu living
nesday evening were Mrs. A. M. Browder, who was 82 in Miami
he picked up a copy of
on March 11, and Mrs. Morgan Davidson (right), who the Miami Herald and found a
story datelined .. , "Fulton, Ky."
celebrates her birthday March 22.
It was the story that appeared
last week in the News,(which we
those clouds so bad that when from their small fry to enjoy an ptiblished earlier
without picwe got to Louisville it took three afternoon of bridge with the tures) about the goat
that uses
hours for us to keep from rolling home folks. Honestly, its amazing
over the floor. IT WAS TUR- how these yoimg folks can look
RIBLE.
so fresh and gay and still withBy the time the News reaches stand all the work (and joy) of
you this week our all-time, all- raising families. Ann has three
time favorite "voice with a smile" . . . Ranie just one.
will be wending her way to CaliRemember we told you last
fornia to make her home. When week about that surprise birthday
Grace Grace (the double name party for two of Fulton County's
always intrigued us) leaves Ful- loveliest ladies. Well, it happened
ton the town will say goodbye as planned at the Palestine Methto one of the nicest, friendliest, odist Church and what a lovely
most efficient ladies that we've affair it was. Both Mrs. A. M.
every had the privilege to know. Browder and Mrs. Morgan DavidTelephone. billing is intricate in son were truly surprised at the
its simplest forms, but the varied big dinner given them by their
and complicated billings that old friends and neighbors at the
come to the radio station would church, who also honored other
normally confuse the ablest book- members of the congregation.
keeper . . . (ask Mary Ethna
The tables in the basement of
Wilson.) But with Grace it seem- the church were laden
with all
ed like a pleasure to unsnarl kinds of good things
to eat and
some of our confusions.
over in the corner was a table
But more than that this lovely with more desserts on it than we
lady is the kind of person you ever saw before. But more than
just like to have around . . . easy anything there was more good
to talk with . . . comfortable to fellowship and happiness among
be with and undoubtedly the those nice folks than any church,
Southern Bell folks thought so ten times its size, could hold.
too, for Grace Grace was with
We have a real soft spot in our
the phone company for more than hearts for the Palestine
Church.
32 years and we know they hate We remember, years
ago when
to see her leave. They showed the late and beloved Joe
Browder
their appreciation at a nice party gave us all the information
about
in her honor.
the little church and we ran a
Grace's son, Dick and his wife, story about it in the News. Mr.
Beulah, came to accompany Grace Joe loved that wonderful church
to her new home in North Holly- and its no wonder!
wood. We hope that Grace will
After we left the party we
let us hear from her often . . . walked upstairs
and stood at the
and even that won't be enough.
rear of the church and look'toIrene and Bob White took off ward the pulpit and
for a moZent
for Lexington this week to spend we could
feel and see all the dea few days with Jane and Matt voted members
of the church, past
Deboor and the pride of the and present, who
have worshiped
Whites and Deboors . . . little
there and who have played such
Irene ... (granddaughter.
... and an important part in the growth
that she is.)
and development of this area.
- Ann McDade Hunt and Ranie
Apperson were guests in Fulton
Nell Graham and Mildred
last Friday and took a day off Brown have had themselves a

will be awarded as a "grand award"
on May 30, 1959
•
LAST WEEKS'S WINNERS:
4
,

FIRST: A. B. Thacker, Fulton
SECOND: Mrs. 0. G. Clark. Fulton. Route 2
THIRD: Tom Mahan, Fulton.

SEED FOR
SPRING SOWING
Korean and Kobe Lespedezas
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard Grass'
Ky 31 Fescue. White Dutch, Ladino Clover
Seed Oats
Ammonium Nitrate and Nitrate of Soda
for top dressing.
New numbers in GLADIOLI BULBS from Holland
Wilson's -Seal Kraft- High-Grade ROSES
Patented - Everblooming Climbers

- Floribunda

(individually packaged)

A.C. BUTTS and SONS
Phone 202

East State Line

Infant and

Children's Coals & Toppers
3.98 to 8.98
Infant and

Children's
Dresses
1.98 to 5.98

L

EASTER BONNETS
$1.98 and $2.98

Swap Night

BOYS' SUITS

'398 to 8.98

Sizes 2 to 8

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT AT
Coleman's Grocery and Service Station
East State Line

Fulton, Ky.

THE

YOUTH CENTER
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

06111411••

Bring your items here on Saturday night and
trade them for something you need.

p
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DIARY—

votional—"One In Christ and Progress" Mrs Roy Latta gave the
program with World Council of
Churches as the main theme
Communications were read and
secretaries gave then i reports.
Mrs. Virgil rnett gave a part of
the book study, "Isaiah Speaks."
Another session will be given on
the follov.)ing Monday night at
7:30 p. m. The nominating committee made its report.
Refreshments were served at
the conclusion.

HOSPITAL NEWS

large number of friends. A very
large number attended the service in Paducah Sunday afternoon.
Friends are sorry to learn that
Bobbie Pate has been advised by
his —physician to stay in bed for
several weeks,

for Qualit

The Rev. and Mrs. Alfred
Maloney left Friday morning for
Toronto, Canada, where they
were called on account of the
serious illness of his mother.
Miss Gertrude Murphey was
hostess to a lovely luncheon
Thursday afternoon at her home
on Eddings Street. Members of
the Bolivia Club were the guests.
A delectable luncheon was
served after which the guests enjoyed Bolivia during the afternoon, Mrs. A. G. Baldridge was
high and received the prize.
The guest list included—Mrs
Nora Alexander, Mrs. Fred
Brady, Mrs. A. G. Baldridge, Mrs
J. D. Davis, Mrs. J. E. Fall and
Mrs. V. L. Freeman.
The Water Valley WSCS met
with Mrs. Ed Roberts March 9th
at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Carl Pirtle presided and 12 members answered
roll call reporting 120 cards and
visits to the sick.
Mrs Mary Tibbs gave the de-

Mrs. Jess Pate was called to thu
bedside of her mother who is very
sick at Big Sandy, Tenn.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs is improving
at the Jones Hospital where she
has been a patient for the past
several days.
. read the Classified

. *
(
-11
41,AIR P
)
Super Right 12 to 16 Lb.

SMOKED HAMS
WHOLE
OR HALF

lb.

NO SLICES REMOVED

Semi-Boneless Hams Fully Cooked
Southern Star
TO Serve.

Canned Hams Ready
Cornish Hens
p
Pork Sausage=:,i3gthyti(

.

8

Lb.
Can

FPanrozReneady

(
8 to 12
)
Whole
Pound

or Halt

Quick-Frozen
Pan Ready .

Stewing Hens
65c Thick Sliced Bacon
ta.
b
65c Ocean Fish
5.69

k18
1 In
O.z.) EA.
0
Bag

)2

Pressed
Whiting

/ 4 To
6-Lbs.) Lb.

2

Superh R
sitgyhie
t

39c

Lb.

cg.

C
89c

/ 10-lb. Box
$1.45

15c

Lb

Cans

glliFor Plea, Biscuita

40-oz.

r kg. J

mamas DIPIINIMISLE l'000 MERCHANT

Pink Salmon
Sunnyfield Lard
Pineapple .'hunt:Style
1a
Preserves
Oleomargarine
Jelly Eggs
Spic & Span

1-Lb.

Coldstream

Can

20-0z.49290
Can So

Ann Page Pure

14I,--oz.

Peach-Pineapple Hum

BIRTHDAY

REAL HONEST
VALUES

AO

4:tb,;. 49c

Pure

o) Glasses

1
I

00

0
6
cth..97
)2 BL..... 45,
1-Lt.

Nutley
1-Lb. Bag

25e
3-Lb.-6-oz. 790

Cleaner ....— .......
:
1:25
4
c

UVR STORE

690

Lb

Schoo
l
Days
Peas
•25
•
.
216-cm. c
liii II 1 1 1 1 1
Bisquick

more

SPECIALS

Ada

avin Si.

Worth

Mrs. Scott DeMyer and Mrs.
John Jones were hostesses March
10 to the Rush Creek Homemaken Ctub at the home of Mrs. De-'r
Myer.
Mrs. Charles Everette. vicepresident, called the meeting to
order at 10:30 and the Homemakers creed was read in unison.
Mrs. Everette called the roll
and plans were made for the distrist meeting at Murray—The
food leaders, Mrs. Robert Adams
and Mrs. Albert Moss, showed
how they had prepared the different meats and vegetables for
broiling.
The secretary, Mrs. Clint Workman, was absent, so Mrs. Harry
Sublette, Jr read the minutes.
A motion was read and seconded
to send Mrs. Bob Tulley to the
recreational work shop. The alternate is Mrs. Donald Mabry.
At noon a delicious broiled dinner was served to 18 members and
two visitors, Mrs. Frank Henry
and Mrs. Bertha McLeod.
Mrs. Bob Tolley led the group
In songs and quizes and the landscape notes were read by Mrs.
Charles Everette.
One of Jesse ewart's writings
was reviewed by Mrs. Danald
Mabry.
Mrs. Howard Bellew was a visitor for the morning.
The next meeting will be held
in April with Mrs. Albert Moss.

Box

APRIL

It's National Rice Week

Womans Day
Now On Sale 10c

SULTANA RICE
Short
Grain

n9c

n

Lb.
Bag AG

Jane Parker

BANANAS
A & P's Usual
Fine Quality

floral Print
Pillow Cams.
42 x 36 140
Threeil Can't,
Asst. Pastel
Tenet. Perfect
Easter or
Meths's-, Day
Gift.

C
Lb. 1 O

LETTUCE
Crisp

KLEENEX TOWELS

California
Iceberg

Roll Paper
Tow•is Built
A Sponge.
Not Horst,.
Easy to Work
With. Sque•te
Th. Pockag•.

Head 1 Oc
so-oz.712,

Ad Detergent

feel the Saftn•ss.

.
1 111
.
.
11 11111W
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41-1§1P-• • • JUST CAN'T BEAT THAT A&P

WEEK-END

Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., was
elected president of the TerryNorman P-TA at the March meeting Thursday at the school.
Other officers Fleeted were:
Mrs. Riley Allen, vice-president;
Mrs. Rodney Miller, secretary;
and Mrs. Newt Ruddle, treasurer.

8.98

She will compete in Memphis in
April. Brenda is the second winMn. Harvey Vaughan • ner that Chestnut Glade has sent
to Memphis. It will be rememberFriday the 13th proved to be ed that Patricia Jones representlucky for Chestnut Glade in the ed Chestnut Glade a few years
county spelling contest. Congrat- ago.
Sympathy is extended to the
ulations to Brenda Wheat, who
Carlin -family in death of Paul
was the county winner in the
Carlin. A short service and burial
contest at Dresden last Friday. at New Hope was attended by a

•CHESTNUT GLADE

(Continued From Page Six)
if Rena will ever learn to drive.
(No.-$o the Lee Roaches on
The following were patients in
the Middle Road ... if you found
the local hospitals Wednesday
your mail box off the post on
morning. March 18
Tuesday call 1270 for the culprit.'
Looking for a new story out that
Jones Hospital:
way we found same and were reJack Graves, Fulton; Loney
turning to the station when we
Roper, Fulton; Mrs J. H Harrimade turn overturned mailbox
son, Fulton; Mrs. Ida Neely,
. . please 'fit . . . will pay.)
Crutchfield; Bruce Henderson,
Fulton; Sandra Kunbro, CrutchElizabeth Caldwell is having a
nice visit in Louisville this week
field; E. S. Fawcett, Fulton;
with Jack and _Marcia Snow and
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Ouida Thomas Brown, Dukedom; Terry
the young Snows.
spent the weekend in Jackson Adams, F u It o n; Mrs. James
Adams, Fulton; V. A. Richardson,
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, soloist, and visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Clif- Martin; Mrs. W 0. Locke, Fulton Hamlett Mr. Hamlett is a
Mrs. G. G. Bard, pianist, both of
ton; and Mrs. James Castleman
Fulton, will present special music patien t in the Jackson-Madison and baby, Martin.
County
Hospital.
at the annual luncheon-meeting
Hillview Hospital:
of the Hickman Woman's .Club
Mrs. Joe Terrell. Dukedom;
Glenn Knighton of Colorado is
Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock.
Mrs. Jimmy Roper, Cayce; Mrs.
Immediately follgwing the lun- visiting relatives in Fulton.
Darry Carter, Fulton; Miss Doris
cheon the devotional will be given
Fulton; Mrs. Freddie
by the Rev. L. B. Eason, minister -Following the weekly luncheon- Winfrey,
Young, Fulton; Jack Lowe,
of the First Methodist Church of meeting at Ladies Day at the FulPierce; Mr. D. C West, Fulton;
Hickman. The musical program ton Country Club Tuesday, those
Mrs. Clarence Vickey, Dukedom;
Mrs.
attending
Tripp and Mrs. Bard will
by
played bridge and golf Gordon Rose, Fulton; Mrs. Charduring the afternoon. There were
then be preSented.
lie Lowe, Pierce; Mrs. Calvin
Speaker for the afternoon will two tables of bridge players and Wray and baby, Fulton; Raymond
be Mrs. Ralph Edrington of Arl- 12 golfers.
French, Water Valley; Clayton
Mrs. George Helm won the high
ington, Governor of the First DisKyle, Crutchfield; Mrs. Joe Bell
trict of the Federation of Women's score prize at., bridge and Mrs. Luten, Crutchfield; Mrs. Charles
Harold Wiley, won the bridgeClubs.
McMorris, Fulton and Mrs. FredHostesses for the efterhr--m will bingo prize.
die Young and baby, Fulton.
At
golf, Mrs. Ralph Cantrell
be Mrs. Than Rogers, Mrs. Harry
Fulton Hospital:
Barry, Mrs. K. A. Mitchell, Mrs. was medalist. There was a twoMrs. Lee Ella Shuck, Fulton;
C. M Reynolds. Mrs. Harry New- 'say tie for the most improved Chester Campbell, Water Valley;
ton, Mrs. Wade Mobley and Mrs. score, between Mrs. Cantrell and grs. Lizzie Love, Fulton; Harold
Mrs. Joe Treas, with Mrs. CanC. M Waits.
'Grissom, Fulton; Mrs. Herbert
The program leader will be trell winning in the draw. Mrs. Goulder, Fulton; Jessie Hicks,
Guy
Hale
had
high
blind
bogey
Mrs. L. B. Eason. Mrs. Erle Ezell
Water Valley, Route 1; Mrs. W. D.
is president of the Hickman Club. and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel had low Owen, Sr., Fulton, Route 3;
putts with 12.
Mrs. W. C. Hale was team cap- George Golden, Clinton, Route 1;
The M. Y. F. Sub-District meet- tain for the afternoon.
Mrs. Joe Mrs. Maude Stone, Fulton; Mrs.
ing was held at Chapel Hill Mon- Trees will be team
captain next Theron Wiley and baby, Wingo,
day night with the Chapel Hill week.
Route 1; McKeel Gossum Pryorsgroup as host. There were 125
burg; Mrs. Fiuen Yates, Fulton,
young people in attendance.
Route 3; Mrs. Daisy Champion,
The Palestine and Water Valley Fulton, Route 4; Bryant Cooper,
Jimmy Sturgis. president of the
Chapel Hill M. Y. F.. welcomed MYF held their monthly meeting Clinton; Mrs. J. W. Norman, Fulthe guests. The program was pre- at the Palestine Methodist ton; Mrs. Elmore Copeland, Fulsented by Mrs. Corolyn Bugg Church, March 13. Refreshments ton,- Route 1; Charles Jobe, Water
Statton of Clinton, who is a LTS.2. were served and games played. Valley; B. E. Crooks, Clinton,
She spoke of the work of UST. Linda Collier had charge of rec- Route 3; Larry Alexander, Fulton;
(short term missionaries serving reation.
Mrs. J. T. Travis, Fulton; Nathan
Those attending were—Jenny Copeland, Pryorsburg, Route I;
in the United States).
The other speaker was Miss Lou Hardy, Sherill Oliver, Dickie Mrs. John Thompson- Fulton,
Ruby liudgens of- Gleason. who Collier. Carolyn Collier, Paul Route 1; Joyce Boyd, Water Valis a deaconess in the Methodist Bruce, Sally Pirtle, Jean Neeley, ley, Route 1; Mrs. J. B. Norman,
Church. She showed a film strip Linda Collier. Annie Hardy. Betty %Virago, Route 1; Elmer Walston,
Inman, the Rev. M. B. Proctor, Fulton, Route 1; Mrs. Cantie Felts,
on the work of a deaconess.
Preceeding the program there pastor of Water Valley church Fulton; Mrs. Mace McDade, Fulwas a brief business sessions, pre- and councilors Mrs. Cavita Oliv- ton; Warren Anderson, Fulton;
sided • over by Miss Carol Mc- er. Mrs. Mary Collier and Mrs. Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; and C. B.
Connell, Fulton, Route 3.
Neely of Fulton. At the close of Soncie ,Pirtle.
the meeting the group assembled
in the basement for cold drinks
and homemade cookies.
The next meeting will be held
at the Dresden First Methodist
Church on the third Monday night
in April.

BOX

7C

19-Ox.lr
Box .7aC

Rhubarb Pie , E.. 390
Whole Wheat Breader 15°
DanishNutRing.r(1
:
)39°
Mel-O-Bit Sliced

Cheese
Butter

Coffee

American

190

oz..
Pka.

Swiss-Pin/ant°

1-

Sunnyfleld

Whipped)
Orr Finest Quality( 8-0z. Tub
89c

65°
69c

A&P Vac.
1 lb. Tin

Kraft Dressing nail.

8

Oa. Rot.

33c

)2zrh. 31c Cottage Cheese 2 00g
Cashmere
)3 n. 870
690 Crisco
Vel Li •uid °=er:an
69g Reynolds Wrap ET 2::290
Lux Liquid 2°::.°7.:
Hip-O-Lite
J- 250
Rinso Blue
38‘ _Clorox Bleach 719040.1- 37c
Wisk Detergent
uaC
Powder 29c
.....
DetrgnAl
L
Blue Siverdust :::330
Dial Soap Complexion 2Bar• 270
Dean.

GIRLS PANTIES
Pr.

2 Pr. for 554

New Eiderlow
Knit. Blond of
Cotton & Rayon.
Soft to th•
Touch. Brief Style.
Whit. Asst. Sites
2 thru 14
Boys Eidorion
Briefs. Sante Pric•.
Sites 2 thrull.

:
IC::
a

8"rt"ing

n2z

390 :
22

alff
23
DceC

BROOM

King99(

TIDE

Reg.

Size

21 Lb..

Ea.

All Corn,
Broom.
Pointed
Handles..

Limit 1

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT
AMERICA'S ICIUMOST 1000

AZ

N Oeseploto 8rambles'. Work.

BALDRIDGE'S
5-1O-25c STORE

Giant
Size

A & P's Amazing Music Bargain is

y

SEED POTATOES
COBBLERS
RED

100 lb. 2.99
100 lb. 3.89

(

11,1,11,

WI
a

En

MAR. 21

lea

AnAtad a PACIOSISAcomown

"*.

NUS IN Puna...

*41-44

$1-33 Ea.

25 lb. bag
Sunnyfield Flour
Sell-Rising $1.43
Plain $1.39
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The nation's oldest chain retailer, the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., known to most
Americans as A & P, is celebrating its 100th anniversary this
year.
Theme of the company's yearlong celebration of the historical
milestone is "Thanks, America,"
according to Byron Jay of Louisville, A & P vice president in this
area.
"We are indebted to our customers, whose patronage through
the years has built our business,"
said Jay; "and we are placing major emphasis this year on a ,
series of... merchandise events
which off "tangible evidence of
• our appreciation."
A & P has grown to seven divisions with more than 4,000 1 tin in
stores in a century of service to
•The year of A & P's founding,
'generations of housewives.
'1859, was marked by many signiStores in this area are under ficant developments in American
the overall direction of President history. John Brown raided HarFrank H. Bucher of the Central per's Ferry as the storm
clouds
Western Division with headquar- of Civil War gather
ed. Col, Ed-

Social Security
"Freeze" And
Benefits Confused

According to Charles M. Whitaker, Manager, Paducah Social
Security Office, many people confuse the disability freeze with
monthly disability insurance
benefits.
The disability freeze applies to
persons less than 50 years of age
who are permanently and totally
d}sabled. Monthly disability insurance benefits are paid to persons permanently and totally disabled and over 50 years of age.
Persons less than 50 years of
age and permanently and totally
disabled should apply to have
their wages frozen for the entire
period of his disability. By doing
this, they are making certain that
monthly benefits will be payable
at age 50 if they are still disabled.
Whitaker said any person who
is permanently and totally disabled, regardless of age, should
contact the social security office
if they have worked under social
security coverage at least half the
time in the 10 years immediately
before becoming disabled.

rm 5ELLII..4 THIS STUFF 10 RAISE MCCIEY
BuY EAS1Wv SEALS. HOW Af3OUT YOLIHELF1
THE CRIPPLED YOUNGSTERS?

Joins Paducah
In Plea For
Defeat Of TVA

1791—FIRST IRON FURNACE IN KENTUCKY
While Kentucky was still struggling for
statehood,
the first iron furnace west of the Alleghany
Mountains was built in 1791 near Owingsville
in Northeastern Kentucky. Stoves and other utens
ils for
Kentucky's early homes were madr of the
iron that
was produced at this pioneer furnace.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today
,
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass many
of
The brewing industry makes jobs for thous beer.
ands of
our residents. The sale of this light, bright
beverage of
moderation under orderly conditions is an
important
objective of the United States Brewers
Foundation.
Our continuing educational progr
am helps beer retailers maintain their high standards.
15

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523 Hitybum Building, Louisville, Kentucky

pertinent, Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs
HAS HEART ATTACK

Listen in to the ''My Fair Lady"
program Monday through Friday,
when Mary Nelle Wright brings
you news and interviews with
your friend§ throughout the KenTenn area
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, Neighborhood Leader of the Girl Scouts,
9.104 a ifllrst oil
March 9's progrsm, when "Scouting—and what
it means to the American
Girl"
was discussed.

Safe Chisled Open
And Money Taken

Between $150 and $180 was
taken from the safe at the Paul
RECC SHOW JULY 24
Nailling Implement Company on
The annual Hickman-Fulton
Walnut Street Friday night.
County RECC Show at Hickman
Princeton, Ky.—P rinceton
The safe was chisled open. The
will be held on July 24 this year. Thursday night joined Paduc
ah
in a vigorous plea against a -pro- burglary was discovered by an
employee when the store was
win Drake drilled the first oil posed law which would confine opened for
business Saturday
the
Tenne
ssee
Valley Authority morning.
well at Titusville. Pa., clearing
'•
the way for the Motor Age. The to its present bounds.
Orian Winstead. a Fulton City
"This city of 6,000 people pleads Councilman,
Somstock Lode was uncovered in
is manager of the
Nevada and the first hotel pas- that Congress will not cut us off store.
senger elevator in the country from TVA after years of trying,"
This is one of several unsolved
was frtstalled in New York's Fifth said the Princeton Electric Plant burglaries in
Fulton during the
Board
in
Avenue Hotel.
telegrams to eight law- past two weeks.
maker
s, including Rep. Clifford
A & P began in that year with
a man, an idea and a shipload of Davis '(D-Tenn.), who acted as
BRUCELLOSIS PROGRAM
tea. The man was George H. Hart- chairman of a House subcommitEighty
-six counties are now
ford, 26, whb had left his home tee which had the proposal under
participating in some phase of
in Augusta, Me. and had worked consideration.
Telegrams also went to 'Ken- the Area Brucellosis Program. In
briefly in St. Louis before heading East again to New York City. tucky's Sen. John Sherman Coop- , the testing phase of the program
His idea was to sell good tea, er and Sen. Thurston Morton; are 21 counties, including Fulton
then the favorite national bever- First District Congressman Frank
age, to New Yorkers at about a Albert Stubblefield of Murray; fight." he told officials here and
third of the retail price by buying Second District Congressman Wil- at Paducah.
an entire clipper shipload and ham Natcher of Bowling Green,
The proposal. is in the form of
selling it directly to the public, and four Alabama legislators— an amendment to the so-called
thus eliminating many in-between Sen. John Sparkman and Sen. TVA "self-financing" measure. It
Lister Hill and Rep. Pelbert
steps and costs.
Raines has the wealthy backing of pow ,
erful private .utilities interests.
So successful was his venture and Rep. Robert Jones.
Princeton, like Paducah
in selling the first shipload at
and • The proposal to. limit TVA to
severa
l other area towns, is
dockside that he immediately
deep ! its present area came from
opened his first store at 31 Vesey in a move to buy the local Ken- ' maker from Georgia—Re a law
p. Carl
tucky Utilities Company
St. in New York City.
system Vinson.
J. C. King is manager of the and operate it with TVA power.
It was promptly endorsed by a
local A & P store.
half-dozen other representativcPaducah's City Commissi
on at the committee hearing.
sent a strong plea for
defeat of
At least 10 power companies
the proposal to lawmakers
earlier were on
in the week. It did
hand to •battle for the
so at the restri
ction on TVA. They said the
suggestion of Stubbl
efield.
self-financing plan, without the
The Murrayan called the
situa- restriction, would be an open intion "critical".
vitiation for TVA to move into
"This is going to be
a tough , their areas.

IT HAPPENED IN

News From "My
Fair Lady" At
Radio Station WFUL

E. S. Faucett, ticket agent at
the I C. depot, suffered a heart
att,ack Sunday. M•irch 8. about
midnight He is • patient In the
Jones Hospital.

STARLITE

V

On March 10, members of the
FILI-SAT., MARCH 28-21
Hickman Homemakers, Mrs. Mar(Starts at 8750)
vin Greer, Mrs. Hugh Lattus
, Mrs.
Harry Newton, Mrs. Guy Hale,
THE RESTLESS BREED
Jr., Mrs. Thurman Cagle an
Mrs.
With Scott Brady
Charles Lattus, gave an intere
sting as well as informative pro--also-- gram.
(Start
s FRI. at 7:00)
On Wednesday of each week
Mary Nelle features "Getting To (Starts SAT. at 7:00 and
10.10)
Know You", when she interviews
THE BLACK SCORPION .
'newcomers'. Last week Mrs Bill
McIntosh was her guest. Thursday
a portion of Abraham Lincol SUN-MON-TUES., MAR. 222324.
n
story,
1800
to
10'19
featured
(Starts at 7:00 and 920)
"Lincoln in New Salem", by the
noted writer, Paul M. Angle.
NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS
With Andy Griffith
And
conclude the "My Fair
Lady" programs for the week,
Mary Nelle dismi.•sed "Music— WED-THUR-FRI., MAR. 25-24-27
For All Ages" and "Music In
.(Starts,. at 7 00 and 8 40)
The Home", a specially prepared script by Mrs Aron Duran HIGH SCHO
.
OL CONFIDENTIAL
chairman of the fine arts deVirl:th Russ Tamblyn

rci•

OPEN
FRL-SAT.
Sum
TELEPHONE 22

STARTS FRIDAY—THEN SAT. AND SUN.
DIRECTOR MACK ROBSON NOM
INATED
FOR AN ACADEMY AWARD
FOR HIS
W0131( IN THIS GREAT PICTURE!

Here is 71 Threririr Movie, as moun
mental as -A
Man Called Petcr -,
insnirirg s -I'd Climb The
Highest Mountain""!
STEREOPHONIC SOUND
20.

Buoor

ADM P.Oidle

N61111:1 BER6MAN
The Ion story
of the wait.
-5—
• the

CURT JURGENS
ROBERT DONAT

(MOM

oder tie
We sky, -

SPRING SPECIAL1
• No Printed
Circuits
• 18,000 Volts
picture power
• Power
transformer
• Horizontal
chassis

STRAIGHT
BOURBON

• Tone Control

•

(Matching Base Extra)

to

ALSO SEE OUR
USED TV
DEPARTMENT
BARGAINS
IN USED SETS

No Down Payment
with TRADE

ROPER
TELEVISION

306 Main

Fulton

WALKER'S DE LUXE
7 Years Old - 86.8 Proof
"2

PINT

ELEGANT IN TASTE
UNCOMMONLY GOOD

Phone 307
Hiram

Walker. Inc

•
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4-H Winners
Registration
To Attend
Deadline Near
D. C. Conference

Clean Up Paint Up Fix Up

If you are not registered by
March 28 you will not be allowed
Expense-free trips to Washing- to vote in the primary election
ton, D C this summer, to the Na- in May.
Here are the other facts about
tional 4-H Club Conference, have
on:
been awarded to four of Kentuc- registrati
•
Registration headquarters is in
ky's top-ranking 4-11'ers--Barbars Jean Burgan of Harrison the office ot County Court Clerk
county. .Parker Ray BleVIIIS of Kathryn Lafinom, Hickman Court
Wayte county, Nancy Ann Dob- House or at the office of the City
Clerk, Miss Martha Smith.
son of Graves county, and Nevin
You are eligible to "ate in the
Glen Goebel of Spencer county. election
if you have lived in the
The annual national meeting, state one year, the county six
to he attended by four 4-H'ers months, and the precinct 80 days
from each of the 49 states, Puerto .—and if you have registered.
. If
Rico and Hawaii, is generally re- or you are 18 years oldOr older
if yoti will be 18 years old begarded as - tops in the list of
fore., November 3, you are eligible
honors available to 4-H members,
to register'
said George D. Corder, chairman
U you have moved from the
of 4-H work in Extension at the city to the county or the county
University of Kentucky. /.
to the city since your last regisDates for the meeting are June laation you must re-register in
person.
13 to 20.
If you change your name beLeaderships of young club cause of marriage or
divorce you
members rates high in the con- must re-register in
person.
sideration of winners by the
If you move from one 'precinct
judges, followed by project work to ahother, you may change your ,
done and personally development registration simply by writing at,
it was explained.
letter to the County. Registration
Board and telling them- of the
Kentucky's winners have been change.
4-H members from eight to 21
You, may register in Kentucky
years, and have served their as a Democrat, Republican, or Inclubs as officers and in other dependent. You cannot change
capacities
your party affiliation after November and still vote in the primary A registered Independent
not vote In the primary.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS- may
If you move out of your preMrs. Carey P',rids • cinct after March 28 you
are not
eligible to vote.
Mrs Inez Vincent has returned
to her home near Pilo( Oak. Ky ,
after a week's visit here with her
sister, Mrs. Grover True, and Mr.
True.
•
The condition of Mr. Joe Westbrook remains unchanged since
his return home from Jones
Clinic. The aged man has been
Mrs Grace Grace who has
very sick for several weeks. His
worked as an operator and serchildren remain at his bedside.
vice representative for Southern
r Mrs Sam Mathis is suffering Bell Telephone Company for over
from a cold and sore throat
32 years retired from active serThe Rev. Glenn Nickerson fill- vice on February 28, 1959.
Mrs. Grace was honored on
ed his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church this last Tuesday by Southern
past
nday at 11 a. m. and the Bell personnel, out-of-town guests
evening service was held at the and friends at a retirement dinner in commemoration of her 32
usual hour.
years of service to the company.
he dinner wls held at the
Mrs. Gilbert Roberts returned!
home Friday from Jones Clinic, Derby.
Mrs, Lila Hastings. Chief Operwhere she has been under treatment a few weeks. She is im- ator, presented Mrs. Grace with a
lifetime membership to the Teleproved at this writing.
phone Pioneers of America. altaGet well wishes go to the sister tional organization of people with
of your writer. Mrs. B. L. Doran, 21 or more years of service in the
who is a patient at Weakley telephone industry.
County Hospital in Martin. Tenn., , Mr. Sam Ridgway, Kentucky
a victim of virus infection of the ,Cornitiercial Manager, also prethroat.
sented Mrs. Grace a beautiful gold
Mr. and Mrs. Huron Lassiter 1Bell System Emblem set with
spent Friday in Martin. with their *even diamonds, one for each
children, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene five years of service.
Lassiter.
Mrs. Grace. who has made
many friends in Fulton during her
Our deepest sympathy goes out
, career of service to her communito the Rev. and Mrs L W. Carlin
ty, plans to reside in N. Hollyand family of Paducah in the loss'
wood, California.
of their son and brother, Paul
Those at the dinner were: Hrs.
Carlin, who passed away Friday
Grace Grace. Mrs. Mary Wilson,
morning in Western Baptist Hos1Mrs. Lucille Burton, Mrs. Mamye
pital, after an illness Friends here Stahr,
Mrs. Ruth Tarver, Mrs
attended the burial at New Hope
!Martha McKnight. Miss D.ris
M. E. Church cenietery Sunday 1Winfrey
, Mr. and Mrs. William
afternoon.
R. Grace, Mrs. Martha Mahan,
Mr. J. T. Puckett has returned Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiley, Mr.
home after several days' treat- ; Doug Brown. Mr. Marvin Orgill,
ment at Jones Clinic. He is doing and Mr Sam Ridgway.
nicely, according to the latest report from his bedside.

Reports from all over the area,
that all early gardeners have
peas, onions, radishes, lettuce and
cabbage planted. Tobacco beds
were sown and canvassed. Korean
lespedeza and Kobe have already
been sown and ammonia nitrate
applied to the wheat, which is
now.,lookingits best.
Mrs. Eric Cunningham of Dresden, Tenn.. spent Tuesday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Frields. This is her first visit
home since a recent illness and
gallbladder surgery in Obion
County Hospital several weeks
ago.

• ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie i.ou Copelen

for years to come !

•

s
.

46%4=

ZING
IITO
SPRING

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.
Roofing and Siding our Specialty
College St.
South Fulton
Phone 557
MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"

COLLEY'S CABINET SHOP
In our new lOcation
•

-

REMODEL

-

Doran Colley, Owner

saissai

New construction

Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
Walnut Street

Phone 96

"The House of Famous Brands"
including—
CELOTEX insulating products
MULE HIDE roofing
KURFEES paints

program begin at

Fulton Hardware & Furs. Co.
208 Lake Street

Telephone 1

Make,your Home Improvement $$ go further - - -

Complete General Electric kitchen
modernization

Johns-Manville Spintex blowing wool
Ruberoid asphalt shingles
Johns-Manville insulated siding
Anderson storm doors and windows
Benjamin Moore Paint
Seabrook Wallpaper

Mohawk Rugs and wall-to-wall

Slag and concrete blocks
Complete builders' service; free estimates
No money down: up to 3 years to pay

FHA TITLE 1 FINANCING

carpeting
Gas and oil furnaces

Paints

Tiles and Linoleum

QUALIFIED TITLE-I LOANS

ELECTRIC
COOKING
AT ITS
BEST

for years to come !

Let your Home Improvement

NO MONEY DOWN • • • • FHA TITLE-1 PLAN

TWIN CITY HOME IMPROVEMENT
Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 145

W. F. Taylor

Russell Boaz

Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a
Consult a reputable firm or

job that you'll be proud of

workman and you'll get a

for years to come !

—with a
Frigidaire

job that you'll be proud of
for years to come !

"REDECORATING HEADQUARTERS"
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Walnut Street

** Choice selection of Wallpaper
** SUPER KEM-TONE paint

Phone 185

•• MARTIN SENOUR outside plaint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

MODERNIZE
Olive Street

Phone 35

Phone 502

Consult a reputable firm or

through

FHA TITLE - 1 LOANS
No Money Down — Up to Three Years To Repay

FULTON BUILDING & LOAN ASS'N
Main Street

114 Plain Street

Kitchen remodeling
We do all kinds of custom cabinet work

etz-

REPAIR

Act. now to IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We can do it all - - - Any Interior or Exterior Work
Labor and supervision — Free estimates
NO MONEY DOWN: Up to 5 years to pay
under FHA Title 1

Interior remodeling

•

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders
spent awhile Friday night with
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son, spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell, visited
his parents in Arkansas, Wednesday night.
Mrs. Ella Veatch. Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Snow visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Walston Thursday afternoon.
Mrs Nettie Lee Copelen Is still
in the Fulton Hospital but is better.
Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd and
Roy spent Saturday afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch.

workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

Mrs. Grace Grace
Retires From
Southern Bell

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
daughter, Judy, of Paducah spent
Sunday here with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.

Consult a reputable firm or

Fulton, Ky.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

Sheet Metal work of all kinds

for years to come !

Gutters and down spouts

210 Church Street
g_
l
a
2
I /A P

Air conditioning for home and office

WALLPAPINS

Fulton, Kentucky

POLcSBuRcif
AIN

PLATE AND HEAVY SHEET GLASS

BURK - HALL
Lennox oil and gas furnaces

—The House of Fine Paints
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17-S A Boy
IT'S A BOY

Mr. and Mrs
Calvin
Wray,
Walnut street, ‘`alton
are the
proud parents of a
SIX
pound,
seven mulct son, born
at 8 a. m.
mach 14, 1959 at
the Hillview

Mr and Mrs Jame- Castlenui.n,
Martin. are the proud parents of
a seven pound, 14 ounce son,
James Nathan, burn at 10 fe. a m.,
March 13, 1959 at :he Jones Hospital.

•••••••••••r
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Kd's note: the following entorreation, immeshes rue NSW.,
by the USDA, ASC nearby County Agents and aerriculfural
agencies a ill be of speciai interest to progressive rare.ers
in the
Ken-Tenn area):

Johnson Joins
Caldwell Firm

Ministerial Trio Gets School
Board Ban On Dancing At Hickman
Three Hickman ministers have
iwon a request for a Fulton County
' School ban on public dances in
.Hickman. In a letter signed by the
1 Rev.
Lowell
Wright.
Joe
E.
1Franklin, and Rev D. Elders,
the ineilaters asked the board
'reject all requests for permission
to hold any kind of dances within the confines of any Fulton
County School property regardless
of sponsorship, benefit or worthy

our opinion "
13ro Franklin. pastor of the
First Baptist Civirch of Hickman
noted that it was a moral issue,
"otherwise
to do uor
we'd like

prices will be vantage or allow him to pliait
Grain Sorghum
a
supported at a national average cover crop early enough
to get
rate of $1.52 per hundredweight. a good growth before winter.
this year. Chairman Vaughn of
2. Valuable harvest time can be
Immediate
A delegation of Nei,r., citizens
the Obion Ociiinty Agricultural saved by having adequate storage
Stabilization
from Cayce school appeared before
Conservation available so the farmer won't be
and
Delivery 1
the board to ask the removal or
Committee, announced today.
forced to wait in long lines at
transfer of Katie Marie Adams
commercial facilities.
New Hampshire
The basis rate will be for grain
teacher at the school. The school
3. If the farmer has adequate
sorghum grading no. 2 or better,
board promised to investigate the
Reds
storage available, he can secure a
Cause...
except mixed grain scrghums, with
Matter
farm stored price support loan
W.
M.
Mitt-hem, a member of
discounts for lower grades. County
or
or purchase agreement.
the school board and r. Missionary
rates will be announced later.
U. S. Population
Baptist preacher at Bruce's Chapel
White Rock
4 Grain stored in Modern type
Support will be carried out through
In Bogota. Tenn., made the motstorage
At
facilities
New High
can
oans on farm-and
b fumigated
warehouse•
•
7
ion for band on any furl her
stored grain and by purchase which will eliminate the loss from
dances on school tropeities The • As of last October, the Census
agreements. These will bbe avail- a/Igo:emote' moth and other grain
Straight
motion Ferried with( ut a cull for Bureau estimated the United
able at the county ABC office from insects.
States population went
a no or opposition vote
er the
Run
5. Loss by contamination by
harvest through January 31, 1960.
The. school board asked if there 175 million mark. BK 1967 our
The price of the 1959 corn crop rats, mice, and birds can be elimpopulation should excee 200 milwere any discussion prior to
will be supported at a minimum inated.
the lion.
Billy Minus'
This growth ope1
new
vote.
6
Ro
Loss
Gardner
from
,
Hickman Courier
national average rate of $1.12 per
-,poilage can be
avenues to our busInessmilneoto
editor,
reduced
brought
or
The Harvey Caldwell Company,
eliminated. Grain that
up the fact that
bushel, Chairman Vaughn of the
day, avenues of expansion ar
Obbion County AgrimItural Stab- is spoiled has a very low sales Fulton's Drive-in office outfitters, schoOols are tax-supported 1/1N11r - ing explore
d by the Kentucky
ilization and Conservaton commit- value on the ripen market and today announced an addition to UtIons and that it seemed that dairyme
n and dairy producers
the ministers' request was a
also has a very low nutritive their sales force.
tee, announced today.
min- 'everywhere. Dairying, Kentuck
y's
CHICK SUPPLIES, too! Starter and growing
William R, (Billy) Johnson of ority of tax-paying -citizens tellUnder the new corn program value if fed.
second largest agricultural indus7. 71 adequate storage is avails Fulton is now associated with ing the majority what to do.
which takes effect in 1959. corn
try,
will
keep
pace with the
mash. C,occidiostat, feeders, fountains, other
Bro. Lowell Wright said that
produced anywhere in the United able on the farm, the producer James 0. Butts ia :he .ales degrowth of our state and nation,
the. editor was entitled to his
States that meets quality and can hold his grain until the market_ partment.
bringin fresh, exciting dairy proneeds.
Mr. Johnson has been living in :opinion just as the ministers ducts
storage requirements will be elig- price of grain has advanced sufto our new consumers as
ible for support at the same nat- ficiently to increases the profit Fulton all of his life and he is were entitled o their convietions well as existing
consumers. As
ional averase level, with adjust- which would be made over the well-known to practically every- "As citizens of the eommunity" Kentucky grows, so
grows our
SOUTHERN STATES
Whight noted, "we've expressed
one in this section.
ments for grade, quality, location sale of grain at 1 asvest.
dairy industry.
He
has
been
employe
by
d
the
and other factors. There will be
Mr. Bard stated teat if farmFULTON COOPERATIVE
OlmlowromommommimmAnr-s2WMImmamma
no acreage allotments and no de- ers have need for financial as- Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company
for
many
years
South Fulton
and
has been
201 Central Ave.
signated commercial area for corn. sistance for purchasing needed
This program was provided by law storage facilities, including dry- active in Boy Scout work over a
and approved by more than 70 ing equpment, keine are avail- long period of time.
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
Mr. Johnson is also .an active
percent of the farmers voting in able for the purchase and erection of any kind of new storage member .of the Fulton Junior
a referendum' last November.
In accordance with the new facility through the farmers' local Chamber of Commerce.
He will represent the Harvey
law, the 1959 price support figure ASCS office. Loans may be obrepresents 90 percent of a pre- tained eovering 80 percent of the Caldwell Company in Hickman,
Clinton, Arlington, Bardwel
liminary
determination of the purchase price and erection of
Wiekliffe, Murray, Wingo,
;average price per bushel received the facility
includirr!
aeration
Union City, Tennessee
by farmers for corn durng the equipment at 4 percent interest field and Benton in Kentucky. he
past 3 years. It is a minimum with loans to run for a period of will be essociated with James
Butts in serving Fulton and South
support price announced in advance five years.
Fulton.
of planting time that may not be
Mr. Johnson is married.
lowered but could be increased on
the basis of final calculation.s at
the beginning of the next marketing year.
Under the program in effect
for the 1958 crop of corn, the national average support rate is $1.36
for farmers who complied with
Graves County Court Friday
their corn allotments and $1.06
The Evansville office of the was asked So probate or reject
for commercial area produces who
did not comply with allotments. Commonwealth Life Insurance the purported codicil to the disChoice of lovely new Spring prints or
Company, Evansville, Ind., an- puted will of banker Ed Gardner.
ADVANTAGES OF ADEQUATE nounces that Bobby
solid colors. 36" wide, washable. Ideal
Judge Henry Jack Wilson set
Joe Phillips
GRAIN STORAGE LIsTED BY of Chandler, Ind.,
for Centennial dresses and bonnets.
has been cited a hearing on the motion for 9:30
ABC CHAIRMAN
for outstanding service to the a. m., March 24.
First National Bank of Maypublic during 1958, and was reRoy Bard. Chairman of the Fulcently honored as a Debit Agent field and others administering the
WE ARE GOING TO OPERATE THE WATER
ton county ASCS Committee stated
for leading the district office of huge estate of the fabulously rich
Good quality with a wash-and-wear
today that the local ABC county
the company in new premium in- banker under terms of his original
VALLEY CANNING COMPANY and also the
office Is in the process of mailing
finish
that needs little or no ironing.
will
asked
come for the year 1958.
for the action by Counletters to producers outIning the
HICKMAN CANNING COMPANY. Get your conPretty
eyelet embroidery trim. Sizes
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips were ty Court.
advantages of modern type grain
They said lack of action on the
guests at a dinner in Evansville
3-14.
storage structures and advising
tracts and seed or plants at either plant.
at which time leading agents of codicil is hampering administrathem of the availability of loans
tion of the estate.
various offices were recognized.
through the ABC county office
The petition also asked for a
Mr. Phillips entered the life infor the purchase and erection of
surance business with Common- ruling. on what to do with 276,Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10. Rayon tricot in
grain storage facilities and drying
388 in net income which has acwealth in May, 1957.
pink, blue maize and white. Snug fitequipment.
cumulat
ed
from the estate.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, with
Mr. Bard stated that it is the their
ting, tailored briefs: comfortable elasThe petition fro a declaration
two children, Gregory Joe
County Committee's opinion that
and Kimberly Lynn, reside at 116 of rights said the bank felt it had
tic legs.
many producers dn not have Tenness
no right to pay any of the acee Street in Chandler.
enough adequate storage availHis parents are Mr. and Mrs. cumulated interest to the foundaable to properly care for the grain Dana
Phillips of Union City, tion until a decision was made on
they will be harvesting during the former
the validity of the cadicil,
Fulton residents.
Choice of woven cottons, some with
coming year. The advantages of
wash and wear finish. Sanforized
modern type storage strictures
ITS A BOY!
Water Valley, Kentucky
CAR REPAIR PROGRAM
listed by, the Chairman are as
shrunk: wash-fast colors. Short sleeves:
Mr. and Mrs Lester Jones,
follows:
A $6 millwn car repair program Clinton,
Sizes 2-18.
Route 4, are the proud
1. Modern type storage structin 1959 was disclosed today by the parents
of
a
nine
pound,
ures with aeration equipment will Illinois
four
Central Railroad. The rail- ounce son
horn at 8 05 p. m.,
allow the farmer to harvest grain road
is also spending $17 million March II,
1959 at the Fulton Hosearly. This wile met.n an increase for new equipme
nt in 1959. The pital.
Stone sets, dainty flowers, tailored
in yield per acre in many cases program includes
repairs to 5,buttons, smart contours, pretty sprays:
by
reducing
unnecessary
field 680 freight cars at a cost of $3,losses.
Early harvest will also 815,000. The repairs wilr be made
many- with aurora borealis stones.
allow
the farmer
to
past re in the railroad's shops at CenWhite
or pastels.
stubbles or stalks to more act- tralia, Ill., and McComb,
Miss.

"ATTRACTIVE" PRICES

r
,SHAINBERG'S
1

GROW TOMATOES!
-- Added Income
-- No Allotments
-- Cash on Delivery
-- Easy to Raise
-- Containers Furnished

DOLLAR DAYS

Phillips Cited
For Outstanding Action Asked
Service To Public On Codicil

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

COTTON FABRICS,4-yd. Lengths

GIRLS WHITE COTTON SLIPS

LADIES PANTIES,4 PAIR FOR

PHONE 881-J, FULTON

$1

BOY'S $1.49 SPORT SHIRTS ...

Water Valley Implement Company

BRAND NEW $i EAnnics,2 pr

KENTUCKY

$1

MEN'S $1.49, $1.69 Sport Shirts
Short sleeves, sanforized broadcloth in
handsome novelty patterns. Checks,
stripes, good-looking combinations. S.
$1
M, L.

Two Science Fiction
Shock Shows of the Year!
SATURDAY!
Hit No. 1
Hit No. 2
FORREST TUCKER—in FORREST TUCKER—in

Many Kentucky farmers
have proved for themselves
that Embro Hybrids are to
producers. Embro research
has produced a number of
hybrids adapted to Kentucky
conditions. Let the Embro
Hybrid best suited to your
farm increase your profits
through greater yields.

"THE CRAWLING
EYE"

"COSMIC
MONSTER"

Also: "AWFUL ORPHAN" color cartoon

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
A MOTION PICTURE THAT BREAKS
WITH CONVENTION!

CITIZENS OF TOMORROW:
(I. to r.) STEVIE WALDROP. age
2 years, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Waldrop, Route 2, Fulton. Ky.,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Nabors, Fulton, Ky. and Mrs. S.
E. Waldrop of Rutherford, N. C.

Will you need a Formal Dress This Year ? ?
Select from our large stock of 45 dresses.
Waltz, ballerina, floor lengths.

$14.95 to $24.95
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for the well dressed man
Your Embro dealer will
gladly advise you. Set
him for free literature
and information.

NOW — you can get the best lookin' Suits at
the lowest possible price in Mayfield!
—anavionsios's

Browder Milling Company, Inc.
FULTON

in For The Price of

PHONE 900
Also — LATEST NEWS —EVENTS ! !
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WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

"The Picture That Leaps Ahead of the Headlines"
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FIRST MAN INTO SP

1

Plus $1.00

Or get a Suit at reg. price and a Sport Coat
and Slacks for MOO

Factory Outlet Store
211 S.6th St.

"Just a few steps off the square"
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KITS-TV
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

CHANNEL 12
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South Fulton Council Approves Bill Setting
Up Primary Election In October, 1959

Milton Honor
Roll Announced

At a called meeting last Wed- for the purpose of
ditch digging,
The Milton Elementary Honor
nesday evening at 6, the South arrived Thursday.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Roll was announced today by
Fulton City Council approved a
Paducah, Kentucky
evAentinthgethme :n
oW
ted
ednes
to pdur
ay. Mrs. A, Z. Tucker, principal. The
bill passed by the Tennessee
council vt
honor roll follows:
THURSDAY, MARCH 19
THURSDAY, MARCH 19
Legislature and Senate on Feb.
chase from the Road • Builders
1 15 alga On
Gradel-Russlyn Pattoil, Percy
25,
setting
up
too,
400
a
primary
Autry
election Equipment Company
7 00 Breakfast
• JO Classroom
:00 Brighter Day
5 00 PULe.70
of Union Claude Lee and Linda
in South Fulton.
5 00 News
IS rter ret Storm
7110 Today
Wilbourn.
5
30
News
City,
a TD9 Crawler tractor for
5 15 Kangaroo
10 Lds• Night
9 00 Dough Re
5'31 Weather
Grade 2-Vernell Tharp and
The purpose of the primary the purpose of covering
1 00 Playhouse
9.30 Treaaurri
00 Matinee
1 40 Snort*
garbage
Ann Wilburn,
9 JO (Jodi rey
election is to select nominees for and doing street work.
30 Cartro,ns
10.00 Price Is Right
5.45 NB( News
to 00 1 love Lucy
10 30 Concentration
:00 Cru Rabbit
6 00 This is Altcrs
mayor and councilmen to run in
Grade 3-Joyce Faye Tharp and
II 00 Tic Tar Don't 4 30 Peoples
10 30 Top Dollar
BO Ramat.
Cholas
the general municipal election on
11 00 Love of Life
30 gity King
Gloria Patton.
II 35 Could Be You
1 00 Dean al•rtin
11 30 Search
i2 00 News
00 Scoreboard
5:00 Closed Doors
the first Tuesday in December
12 13 Pastor Speak. 11:30 Ernie Ford
11 45 Oulang Light
Grade 4-Janice Alexander and
06 Weather
this year and each two years.
12 30 Digest
12 00 CIO News
IS Edwards
900 Bet Your Ltte
Joyce Lea.
1 00 Consequences .9 30
13 06 News
.10 Plight
thereafter.
Masquerade
1 30 Hassle Bage10 10 00 TV
13 30 Weather
00 December Bride
Grade 5--Paulette Mlnley and
Theatre
3 00 Dr. Malone
12 30 World TIMM
JO Derringer
The primary election will be
15:30 News
Floyd 11 Putrnap, a native of Gloria Littleton.
1 00 311111111, Dean
30 These Roota
00 Zane Ore,
11.06 Jock Parr
held
on the third Tuesday in Oct- Fulton, was
I JO House Party
30 Plsrhouse 00
3 00 Charon Day
Grade 6-1I arrison Parker,
13 00 sign Off
killed instantly in
3 30 County Pair
3 e0 Big Payoff
1 00 Theatre
ober of this year and at the same St. Louis
Thursday when his Harold Hutcherson and Rene
2 10 Verdict
1 .00 News
time every two years thereafter. autorriobi
le was struck by a school Tharp.
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
A John Deere tractor and at- bus at a street
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
Grade 7-James Fields, Enid
intersection.
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00 Ten Survival
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00 Matinee
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30 News
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Weather
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!O 00 Pries Wight
45 Sports
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00 Rawhide
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12 30 Change Heart
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12 30 Weather
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II 46 Film "
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10 Adventure
13 30 World Turns
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of the First Baptist church in
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3 16 Storm
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&OIL Pagel
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Rev. John Laida
Holds Revival

MONDAY. MARCH 23
00 Sreskf•st
00 News
IS Kangaroo
00 Playhouse
30 Clad,fey
1 00 I Love Lucy
I 30 Top Dollar
11 00 Love of Life
II JO Search
11 45 Ourding Light
1304) Sl.ws
13 30 Weather
12 10 World Turns
1 00 Jimmy Dean
1 30 House Parts
00 Rig Payoff
3 30 varaiat
1 00 Blehurr Da,
3 15 SAM Storm
3 30 ads. of Night

00 Matinee
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SO Cru Rabbit
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30 Father
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OS Weather
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00 TI.e Texan
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30 Ann Southern
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30 Rescue 1
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)0 Lawman
11 00 Theatre
II 30 News

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
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00 News.
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1 00! Love
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11 30 Search
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12 30 Weather
13 30 World Turns
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3 00 Queen
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5 10 News
5 35 Weather
5 40 Sports
5 45 NBC News
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10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
13 00 Sign Off
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7 00 Today
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3 00 Queen
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3 00 Queen
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FALLS, BREAKS ARM
Glynn Perry, of Fulton. Route
5, father of E. T. Perry, fell from
a hayloft and broke his arm, according to a report received by
The News

awmimmor

WATCH OUT FOR SPRING!
March winds and April showers
May help make the May Flowers
But oft before the flowers bloom,
Sometimes there is quite a boom!
In coughs, colds and red noses,
Before we clip the red roses.
Should this plague- settle on you,
We can tell you what to do:
Take a doe of EZ-O-DYNE,Ease the pain and clear the shine
Off your nose, the weeping too
And make the sniffles just a few
Then, sip that good KRE-O-TAR
Before the cough goes too far.
Now if your chest gets too tight
And bronchitis you have to fight,
Get a bottle of BRONKEROL RUB,
Just-after you get out of tub,
•‘‘,
And before you go to bed
Rub your chest until it's red.
KRE-O-TAR for COUGHS
EZ-O-DYNE for FEVER and PAIN
BROKEROL RUB for CHEST and
THROAT
All Sold in Two Sizes, 50c and 25c
At Drug and Some General Stores
or by Mail postpaid from
Drug Stores in Fulton - or -
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OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
UNION CITY, TENN.

Fulgham High
Honor Roll Told

ing of "B" or above in all grades
The two seniors are Joyce Hen
derson and Bobbie Jo Archey.

Twelve students at Fulgham
The four juniors are Rose Anr
High School were listed on the
first term honor roll released by King, Judy Outland, Jo Am
Clark and Donald Bennett.
Principal Elbert Clark.
. .
.
Two are seniors, four are jun-1 the four sophomores art
iors, four are sophomores -and two Wanda Veatch, Glenda O'Neal
are freshmen.
Judy Pharis and Linda Murphy.
To be placed on the principal's
The two freshmen are Caro'
honor roll, students at Fulham
High School must have a stand- Ruth Hopkins and Dodie Court
ney
1
.

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
epair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.
.

M

Motorists Cited
For Violations
On Highway 45

No.1 Farm
Cha
in Saw
as low as

Thirteen motorists were cited
; for various offenses Thursday afternoon as the result of a twohour roadblock and radar set-up
on the Fulton-Union City highway. 111W
Troopers Tom Kilpatrick and
Bill Menees said about 14 state
troopers from Union City, Covington, Dyersburg, Ripley and
Tiptonville were on hand. The
troopers began their check at 2
and ended it at 4. The cited driv.tob.,
ers were charged with speeding,
4
driving without a license or violating the registration laws.
ben 611
9611
The radar,check was concerned
ire
"Z\
pada
with southbound drivers but the
ISM a bee dosssolireiles
roadblock handled cars in both
ine
directions. The station was about
lissesaddill
one miles north of Union City,
The Union City members of the
patrol were in Gates Friday afternoon participating in another
roadblock. There were several
roadblocks in West Tennessee
every day for the next several
days over the weekend.
E. Fourth
Phone 169

$116950*
HOMELITE

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.

FARMERS!!
Do you plan to swap tractors, trade cars or trucks,
build dairy barns, buy livestock, or make other
major'improvements? If so and you don't have the
cash, you owe it to yourself to investigate PCA's
plan for financing this kind of investment. The
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
has a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and
is convenient and economical.
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
are sold.
3. Interest is figured only on the number of
days the Toney is used.
4. There is an adequate supply of money at all
times.
5. No co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Loans may be covered by credit life insurance.
PCA also in,.*es loans to purchase fertilizer, seed,
fuel, and foVother operating expenses.
More of the better farmers are using the Production Credit plan to finance their farm programs.
For a dependable convenient loafi that will make
you money, see John P. Wilson at the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association for your credit
needs.

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
206 Clinton St.
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Hickman, Ky.

Antennas Installed *

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

why
I'm proud
my husband wants to be
Governor of Kentucky
Naturally, I am proud of my husband,
as you are of yours. I wish it were possible for me to bring him into every
home in Kentucky and have you meet
him personally and talk with him. But
since that is not possible, let me tell you
a few things about Harry Lee as I know
him through the eyes and heart of a
wife and a companion.
Oh, I know Harry Lee is not the perfect
man. There are times when we may all
wish for such a husband, though
heaven help the woman who is married
to a maa who doesn't have a few faults.
But Harry Lee is a good family man and
a good provider. We have known lean
years, but no matter what our fortunes
have been, he has never compromised
his integrity or self respect, nor lost his
sense of humor.
am proud of Harry Lee because he is
a Kentuckian, as I am, too. We're both
from old Kentucky families and have a
keen feeling of loyalty about our State.
There may have been a black sheep or
-two (what family doesn't have them!)
but most of our folks nave been good
citizens and good neighbors-as farmers,
businessmen, teachers and other professional people. And our three children
-Harry Lee, Jr., Nancy and Rose Gayle
-have been raised in the same tradition.
Both of us were brought up on farms
in western Kentucky. I am proud of
Harry Lee because he likes farm life,
because he likes the soil and likes to use
his hands to harvest God's plentiful gifts
of earth. On our farm in Hickman County he has worked long hours in the
fields and with the stock. You won't find
a prouder farmer, particularly if you
get him -talking about his pure bred
cattle.
I am proud of Harry Lee's success in
the newspaper business, which he went.
into after graduating from college with
the tremendous stake of $125, and that
borrowed from a good friend.
I remember those early newspapering
days quite well, seeing his hands and
face so smudged with printer's ink that
I wanted to take him by the ear to a
tub of water and scrub him like a boy.
But it was worth it. Harry Lee has
prized no honor more than his election
as president of the Kentucky Press Association in 1942.
I am proud of Harry 1../..e because he is
what all of us Kentuckians call "home
folks." I don't think he has ever met a
stranger. He likes people and they like
him. I have heard it said often by Ken.
tucky folks that there are two things yob
ought to teach a boy. One is how to
shoot a gun and the other is how to
shake hands., Harry Lee knows how to
do those things. He can use his hands,
despite their size, to play the piano
'pretty well. too. But don't ask him to
du&

I am proud of Harry Lee's deep sense
of devotion to public service. When he
first spoke to me of his desire to serve
in our State Legislature- that was way
back while he was working his way
through Murray State College- he said
he knew it would be like taking a second full-time job, even though the Legislature meets only several months every
two years. He likes to say that while the
pay of a State Legislator is part-time.
the person serving must devote full-time
if he is to be a conscientious and intelligent representative of the people.
I am proud, too, of the fact that Harry
Lee is active in our church and that he
takes an active part in the affairs of the
Masons, the Shriners and the Rotarians.
It's a wonder how he finds time for all
these activities, but he does.
Most of all, I am proud of Harry Lee
for the many contributions he has made
to Kentucky during his 20 years experience in the Government and as President of the Senate and as Lieutenant
Governor. No one could have worked
harder for greater educational opportunities for our youth, and for more
benefits for the farmer and the laboring
man. It is true, I believe, that only two
living men have served longer in our
State Legislature.
These are just a few of the things that
make me proud that Harry Lee wants.
to be your Governor and continue to
work for the things that are best for
all of Kentucky. Of course I am a bit
prejudiced. But I feel less so when I
remember the thousands of letters we
received urging my husband to seek the
state's highest public office- and after
meeting so many thousands of enthusiastic Kentuckians during the first few
weeks of his campaign. All of this has
been a wonderful, wonderful tribute to
Harry Lee's many years of public service and both of us are deeply moved.
Sincerely,-

Laura Waterfield

P.S. Don't forget to register before
March 27th so that you can vote in
the Democratic Primary on May
28th. And may the best man winl

Sponsored by the

Phone 2506

MINUTE WOMEN OF KENTUCKY
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Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait Forrester's
309 Walnut
Shoe Shoo, 204 Main-

Phone 61

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
to thank our
FHA Loans
many sets at

CARD OF THANKS

RENT - - - -

FARM LOANS

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

Long Terms-Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

CARD OF THANKS
To all of you that have been
so patient and understanding in
sharing my grief in my recent bereavement; To all for your prayers, cards and visits while I was
in the hospital in Chicago; To
everyone of you that fought so
hard to bring the disastrous fire
at my farm under control . . . .
Let there be no doubt in your
minds that I sincerely appreciate
your strenuous efforts to hold the
destruction to the minimum. My
prayers go out also for the irresponsible parties that were so inconsiderate of the wild life that
was destroyed along with the
grasses and Legumes that have
taken years to build. God give
them wisdom and forethought.
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TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307, Roper Television
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

We would like
friends for their
kindness, following the death of —The very best selection of real
—Insurance—
our love one, Curt Muzzall.
estate for sale at all times 1
FOR SALE—THREE used trucks,
May God bless you all.
1 k* and 2 tons One 1953 Dodge,
one 1950 Chevrolet and one
List your
The family of Curt Muzzall. FOR SALE used Royal-Smith FLANNEL suits: In both charcoal grey and dark grey stripes,
Farm and town Property
1947 Ford. See Burnette Tractor
Corona-Underwood and RemJust arrived in time for Easter
WELLS DRILLED for industry
Cu, E Fourth St. Phone 169.
with the
ington Portable typewriters.
and graduation purchases. They
and homes Modern equipment,
Easy Terms. Come in or call
NOW is the time to get your,
are Edwardian suits at $29.95.
experienced workmen. Write
Harden Office Equi pmen t,
The Edwards Store, Mayfield,
Typewriter and Adding Macor call Watson Co., Phone 281,
Union City, Tenn. across from
Ky.
Mae Overhauled. See Cleo '
Fulton. Ky
Waldron Theatre. Phone TUrPeeples, Service Manager of
ner 5-5871.
FOR SALE. Registered Shorthorn
See them when you want
The Harvey Caldwell ComMost sincerely,
cattle;
bulls
ready
for
service.
New Hat FREE
to BUY OR SELL
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out
Jesse Fields.
Bred and open females. James
fitters, Phone 674.
With every suit
Charles
Haw,
ton, Mo
TV SERVICE
203 Main St
Phone 5 HALLMARK St. Patrick's day
(Made-to-measure suits
MEN'S RAINCOATS: Aristocrats
cards at Scott's Floral Shoppe.
Pickup and delivery
not included)
SAVE MONEY
in styling and appearance, of
Also—bridge tallies and place
Buy
Auto Insurance on
pure
Orienta
l
silk,
at
$8.95
Hyde Park Suits, to
cards, and the latest Goren rule
$65
Prepare now for coming rainy
Merit Suits, to
Our
book
3-PAY PLAN
on
bridge
—one
$60 NEW PICTURE TUBES
table
of
For '1,
season. The Edwards Store,
Darby House Suits, to
half-price items includes gifts, HI% DOWN 300', In
$45
3 MOS.
Mayfield, Ky.
• • •
gift wrappings, napkins, bulbs,
No money down
300', in 6 MONTHS
etc.
IF YOU NEED a good used car,
No Interest. No carrying
Grisham-Butterworth
Monthly terms
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s
Charges.
Men's Clothing
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
I AM NOW represeting the
Your policy is typed and
Main Street
Fulton Authorized Motorola and RCA
or _Dan today.
Greenfield Monument Works ru.aly (Jr you in a few minand
Service; we repair all makes.
and will appreciate the oporute-, and coverage is effecFOR THE Br.:ST Deal un Ottice
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we
tunity to show you our beauti- tive immediately.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
buy white oak standing timber;
ful line of memorials. Tom
See James 0. Butts at The
custom stave and heading bolts.
Wick Smith Agency
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
Harve
Caldwell
y
Co.,
Contact us for prices and speci- (Garla
CALL 62 — 160
nd Merryman, Cecil Wade)
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
fications. National Distillers
Phone 674. We trade for your
I-roducts Co.; Box 85, Wingo, 215 Main
Phone 126
old equipment.Ky.
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton Real Estee Co.

BEST

M & W Appliances

of the qualifications we have to offer. Licens
ed
Funeral Directors in both Kentucky and Tenn.
ready to serve you at all times.

BEFORE
you call an ambulance check our qualifications, we
are trained in administering first aid. Our Ambulances are Air Conditioned and Oxygen Equipped.

YOU
may be sure you will get our personal attention to
any matter you may call on us to do. Our depen
dability cannot be surpassed.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 59404

Union City

BUY WORK shoes where you
find kind needed at affordable
prices. Farm boots, Wellington
boots, engineer, lineman and
cowboy boots. The Edwards
Store, Mayfield, Ky.

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

The Hornbealc Funeral Home for the most efficient
service. Phone 7, Fulton, Ky

months yet

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

Place your order for your

Field Fertilizer

EASTER CHICKS

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery

IN ASSORTED COLORS

Scott's Floral Shoppe

Immediate delivery on all breeds
of Chicks

EXCHANGE,
Furniture Company

with us, today 1

Phone 20-J

Fulton

Fulton

We have all the new 1959 varieties of,
BURPEES VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEED
S
Bulk, or by the package-

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT '

The new and sophisticated
color in Men's Spring hats—

555 FULTON, KY.

TOWN TAUPE
by DOBBS

129 MAYFIELD, KY.

—You'll see them advertised
nationwide, and you'll find them
now in Fulton at

GILLUM

Grisham-Butterworth

TRANSFER CO.

ALTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.
YOUR

PHONE 483

LOCAL HATCHERY

FULTON, KY.

SERVES YOU

BETTER

Clothing Company

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

JAMES NEEDHAM — FRANK LeMASTER

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Co-Owners

DARI- CREAM SANDWICH SHOP

Now Open for Season Beginning Monday, March 23, we will be

"EARLY - BIRD

SPRING
SPECIALS

- Introducing new items Fish Sandwich . . . . . . 35c
Fish 'n Chips basket
50c
Regular Hamburger basket . . . 30c
Jumbo Hamburger basket . . . . 50c
Regular twin hamburger basket . . 45c
Small Bar-B-Que basket
45c
Large Bar-B-Que basket
Small Ham basket
Large Ham basket

60c
45c
60c

Dari- Cream Sandwich Shop
West State Line

Fulton

t.._

•

N
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CHILDREN'S

Open Daily --- 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

•

from us NOW: you'll
need heat for two more

FLOWERS

buy it at

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records Church Street
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders--Snecial orders

CALL

.

getting low ? ?
Order a fresh supply

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

THINK

COM, BIN

GYM SETS

FAMOUS COOLERATOR

Air Conditioner

— FOR THEYARD —
HEAVY DUTY SET

265°

HEAVY DUTY SET
with siding board

32°

TWO-TON SIZE . . . . 299.95
TWO-TON (with
Electric Filter)
319.95

!lc

o

\.•

k..1

oil

FAMOUS "BEN HUR" HOME FREEZERS

lia
th#
ten
wh

(TEN YEAR WARRANTY)
14 CU.-FT. SIZE

2599

17 CU.-FT. SIZE

20 CU.-FT.(Upright)

299

329"
Tel
clu

"Trade with Wade and Save"

WADE
LAKE STREET

PHONE 103

FURNITURE
1A1
FULTON, KY.

Th
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